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A Message from the Rabbi
Moreinu HaRav Yaakov Neuburger

How grateful we must be to Hashem that our community takes
pride in publishing our studies, now on our sixth volume!

The continued publication of the Ohel Avrohom gives great
expression to our aspirations to create a culture of the sublime
primacy of Torah study within our community. To take pride in an
insight, to share an inspiring thought, to research a question and to
formulate a thesis all express a love of Torah study that, I pray,
will continue to grow boundlessly in our homes and community. 

To make it all  happen, I thank all of you who took the time to
contribute.  Above all I am extremely grateful to Rabbi Avie
Schreiber and Seth Lebowitz  and their team for their remarkable
diligence and dedication, and remain thankful to their families for
allowing them the time for this project.  

We all know and appreciate how hard it is to find the time for
communal projects, how daunting volunteering for communal
work can be and how all consuming projects become before they
are ready for the community.  May Hashem bless Seth and Avie
and their families with all the brachos that communal work can
bring.  May they and all our contributors enjoy beautiful yamim
tovim replete with  much nachas, good health and prosperity.

Most notably, the Ohel Avrohom adds a dimension to the Biblical
mandate to make our holidays into “mikra’ai kodesh” as explained
by the Ramban.   He interperets it to refer to the holy ventures that
bring people together such as learning and davening together as a
community.
 
We are especially thankful to all our sponsors for their generosity
and graciousness that made this project possible.  In the merit of
the Torah study and simchas yom tov generated by this booklet,
may Hashem fulfill all of your prayers letovah lyomim tovim
va’aruchim.   



Editors’  Note

We are pleased to present the sixth edition of the Beth Abraham
Torah Journal, Ohel Avrohom, in honor of the upcoming mibg of
Pesach and Shavuos.  Ohel Avrohom is a journal of divrei Torah
consisting of articles written by members of the Beth Abraham
community and is published by Congregation Beth Abraham.

We are grateful to all of those who have written for this edition. A
special thank you to David Flamholz and Zevi Fischer for their time
and effort and editorial help. Thank you to all of the sponsors of this
volume for your generosity and for your support of communal
Talmud Torah. 

The Meshech Chochma writes that whereas on Shabbos our primary
focus is to reconnect with d"awd, during the milbx yFly our primary
goal is to reconnect with l`xyi llk. Perhaps this is uniquely so
during the Holiday of Pesach which marks the very formation of our
nation. 

May the Torah we learn as a tzibbur be one of the avenues through
which we strengthen our bonds of friendship with each other and
continue to grow as a community.
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Matan Torah: One Torah - Two Narratives
Moreinu Harav Yaakov Neuburger

The final parsha of Mishpatim returns to the narrative of Matan
Torah, which was detailed in Parshas Yisro, after the interruption
of numerous parshiyos of halacha such as torts and litigation.
This "part two" describes the preparation of an altar for numerous
korbonos, the sprinkling of their blood upon the people and
Moshe's ascent to the top of Sinai. Whereas according to Ramban
all of these events follow the revelation of the sixth of Sivan and
Moshe's subsequent descent, Rashi interprets that these
proceedings take place on the very same days which are so
vividly and differently portrayed in parshas Yisro.

How intriguing it is to have two parshiyos focus separately on
the selfsame episode, each one choosing details so different from
each other that they convey vastly different impressions and
overtones. 

The matan Torah of Yisro welcomes the shechinah with
supernatural thunder and lightning, and mystical shofar sounds
that invariably increase in volume. The trembling mountain is
transformed into a virtual furnace, as it sends up plumes of
smoke to mark Hashem's presence. The people are prepared
through abstinence and are severely cautioned to keep their
distance. Overwhelmed, shaking and traumatized, they are ready
to run. 

Not so the Matan Torah of Mishpatim. Here the people stand,
presumably quietly, to be crowned by the light sprinkling of
blood that marks the new covenant. They have been engaged,
through Moshe's Torah instruction, and find themselves busy
building altars and carrying the blood of the korbonos, all
organized around twelve tribal monuments. The depiction of a
fiery quaking mountain lifted off its core surrounded by bolts of
light, sound, and visible thunder is so clearly absent.

Why two different stories instead of one complete story line?
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Why are so many details suppressed seemingly in an effort to
paint such distinct pictures?

Perhaps the event that would model the experience of Torah
study for all time has to include both the excitement associated
with the high drama that Sinai was, as well as the care and
concern that assures that one will tend to the particular
requirements of the sacrifices. 

There are times that study must be charged by an exciting
program and fuelled with a flamboyant teacher or charismatic
colleagues. However as any matter worthy of one's energies, it
will more often require careful and even painstaking efforts.  It is
only with hard work that one will find one's way in the labyrinth
of Torah, and slowly amass knowledge, even as one attempts to
deepen one's understanding of Hashem's wisdom. 

Certainly, we who have in these times come to appreciate the
results of laborious and thorough research can well understand
this humbling message of parshas Mishpatim.  We return to the
story of Sinai after learning in great detail about courts and torts,
and concern for the poor and disadvantaged, covering the
breathtaking scope of Torah and with renewed appreciation of the
care extended to those who are struggling.

More importantly, the Matan Torah of parshas Yisro includes the
disappointed Moshe as we choose to study through him and not
with him.  On the other hand, the experience of study modeled in
Mishpatim and the one that is closer to the ongoing efforts we
extend to be kove'a itim la'torah culminates with a people riveted
on their vision of Hashem as a consuming fire which is visible to
all.

2



Structure and Spirit in the Story
The Mitzvos of the Seder and the Essence of the

Haggada; 
or, Why is the Seder So Long?  Why Need So Much Happen

Before We Eat?

HaRav Tanchum Cohen

Children are not the only ones to ask questions about the
structure and substance of the seder.  We, too, might be moved to
wonder why we don’t wash and begin matza immediately
following kiddush, much as we do at any other se`udas Shabbas
or Yom Tov, particularly since kiddush bi-mkom seuda ought to
militate against an unnecessary lag between kiddush and
beginning the seuda.

I

This seemingly tangential question actually introduces us to the
two main elements of the seder: the mitzvos of eating matza and
of sippur yetzias Mitzrayim, telling the Pesach story.  According
to the accepted opinion,1 these are the two mitzvos de-oraysa at
the seder nowadays, since each of these is a mitzva per se rather
than exclusively an adjunct to korban pesach (unlike xFxn2 which
is thus de-rabbanan nowadays).  

This pair’s connection, however, goes far beyond merely sharing
this common status of mitzvas ha-layla mi-de-oraysa ba-zeman
ha-ze.  Each of these mitzvos actually requires the other, and so
achilas matza and sippur yetzias Mitzrayim are doubly connected
in a bond of mutual dependence. 
 

1.“Yachol me-rosh chodesh …,” we say near the opening
of Maggid.  One can only fulfill the mitzva of sippur
“bi-zman she-yesh matza u-maror munachin

1. ('e wxt yix dvne ung 'ld) m"anxe (.kw) migqta `ax
2. ('f wxt seq) m"anxae (my) migqt
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le-fanecha”, in conjunction with the palpable, tangible
cheftzei mitzva.  Similarly, Rabban Gamliel famously
taught3 that one of the genres that comprise sippur is an
explication of the matza and maror on the table, relating
the narrative to the tangible “audiovisual aids.”

The converse is true as well: achilas matza needs to
follow the verbal mitzvos.  The Torah’s central
description of matzas mitzva is the enigmatic and
multivalent phrase “lechem oni.”4  One meaning of
this term is ‘bread of conversation’ (“lechem she-`onin
alav devarim harbei”).5  Rashi understands that the
matza meets this criterion only after one has recited
Maggid (sippur and some hallel) over the uncovered
matza.6  

This interdependence begins to explain the mysterious sequence
of the seder.  Maggid must precede motzi matza for both reasons:
achilas matza can be properly fulfilled only after the matza has
“absorbed” the words of sippur and hallel,7 and the sippur must
be accomplished while the matza is as yet uneaten and available
as prop and context for the verbal mitzva. 

II

While we may now understand the need to precede achilas matza
with some sort of maggid, the length of the maggid might still
seem curious.  The need for such a lengthy “hefseik” between
kiddush and seuda becomes clear in light of a comment attributed
to Rav Chaim Soloveichik.8 

2.

3. (.fhw) migqt dpyn
4. (b:fh) mixac
5. (.el) migqt
6.eiptl `dzy ick zevnd day dxrwd xifgne" ,(b"rz 'iq) miig gxe` xeh 'ir oke
k"ky i"aa y"iire  ."mixac eilr oipery iper mgl (` el) opixn`ck dcbdd xne`yk
.fpky` inkg dnk
7. "`zepnidnc `lkin" e` "`zepnidnc `ndp" `ixwin dvndy dn xity iz` dfa
.(h"lxze g"lxz gqt) `"tya `aencke ,o"g inkg lv`
8.  (dycgd `xecdna 'n 'iq ;.fhw migqt) drenyd itn g"xbd iyecig
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Rabbi Elazar ben Azarya’s statement “harei ani ke-ven shiv`im
shana”, which is actually a mishna in Masseches Berachos,9 has
been made famous among children – in the context of the
haggada – primarily in connection with “ke-ven shiv`im shana”,
which Rashi (ad loc) explains as a reference to his miraculously
premature aging.  The content of Rabbi Elazar ben Azarya’s
statement, however, is very striking.  He taught that the daily
mitzva of zechiras yetzias Mitzrayim (which we fulfill by reciting
“ani Hashem Elokeichem …” at the end of kerias shema) applies
at night as well as by day.  Why, then, should anyone who has
already recited shema on leil Pesach bother to have a seder at
all?  Haven’t we already mentioned yetzias Mitzrayim in this
briefer format?

Rav Chaim responds with a small but significant difference in
terms: the daily mitzva is zechiras yetzias Mitzrayim; the annual
one is sippur.  Drawing upon a series of mishnayos in the closing
chapter of Masseches Pesachim, the Rambam10 lists six qualities
that characterize the sippur process: dialogue,
question-and-answer format, dramatic contrast,11 the nexus of
Torah she-bi-chsav and Torah she-be-`al pe,12 relating the story
to the palpable mitzvos halayla,13 and physical portrayal of the
geula (kinesthetic sippur yetzias Mitzrayim).14  None of these
apply to the twice-daily zechira, which is a simple mention, a
recital to oneself.  Sippur, on the other hand, is an entirely
different activity with fundamentally different goals.  Sippur is a
richly experiential educational opportunity, a retelling of the
story of geula which generates relating and
relationship-building, in service of relaying a dynamic, vibrant
emuna to the succeeding generation.

9. (:ai)
10. ('e ± 'b zekld 'f wxt) dvne ung 'ld
11. "gaya miiqne zepba ligzn"
12. "dlek dyxtd lk xenbiy cr ia` cae` inx`n yxec"
13. "... gqta el` mixac dyly xn` `ly lk xne` did l`ilnb oax"
14. "... `vi envra `ed eli`k envr z` ze`xdl mc` aiig" ,m"anxd oeyla
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With this enriched perspective, the length of the printed Maggid
is certainly no longer merely an application of kol ha-marbe
harei ze meshubbach.  Rather, it is a careful combination of each
of the six minimal ingredients listed above.  After kiddush, we
engage in several surprising, (hopefully) question-provoking
activities which diverge from the program of a typical seudas
Yom Tov, including washing followed by karpas vegetables
rather than lechem, as well as clearing the table (which we fulfill
nowadays15 by removing the matzos) and refilling the kos as
though we have already completed the meal and are preparing for
birkas ha-mazon.  Having thus catalyzed the sippur, we proceed
almost immediately to instructions and parameters for the sippur
as explained above (“afillu kulanu chachamim … kol ha-marbe
… Rabbi Elazar ben Azarya [as a contrast to sippur] … arba`a
banim … bi-sh`a she-yesh matza u-maror munachin le-fanecha
…”), followed by each of the elements of sippur listed above.
After completing the multifaceted sippur and thereby tasting our
ancestors’ experience of yetzias Mitzrayim and geula, we
naturally respond with a brief hallel al ha-kos.  Having enriched
our matza with words of sippur and hallel, they are now lechem
oni –  lechem she-`onin alav devarim harbei, and we now
proceed directly to mitzvas achilas matza and the balance of our
seuda.

~~~
May we be inspired to vividly relate and portray the yetzias
Mitzrayim narrative and thus meaningfully relay its messages and
lessons of emuna and of hope, and may we soon merit to precede
the seder with the truly first hallel of the Pesach season, the
afternoon hallel that accompanied the offering of the korban
pesach.

mi`ad mixg` milbxle micrenl epribi epizea` iwl`e epiwl` 'd ok
jzceara miyye jxir oipaa migny melyl epz`xwl

oevxl jgafn xiw lr mnc ribiy migqtd one migafd on my lk`pe
epytp zect lre epzle`b lr ycg xiy jl dcepe

15. ('e sirq b"rz 'iq) miig gxe`
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The Multifaceted Nature of Kiddush Levana
Rabbi Brian Gopin

The .an eixcdpq `xnb teaches us the greatness of dpald zkxa,
which is said every month :

xn`e iax `g` xa `pipg xn` iax iq` xn` iax opgei :lk jxand lr ycgd
epnfa - eli`k lawn ipt dpiky ,aizk `kd :ycgd dfd aizke mzd  df il`

edep`e .`pz iac iax l`rnyi :`lnli`) (`l)ekf l`xyi `l` liawdl ipt
odia` minyay lk ycg ycge  –miic.1

The Gemara does not explain the precise nature of this dkxa, so
how are we to understand this obligation?  On the one hand we
might view this dkxa as a d`cede gay zkxa like the other zFkxa
which are recited on natural events.  In fact, the m"anx brings the
laws of dpal yeciw in zekxa 'ld in the middle of his discussion of
the various zFkxa recited upon seeing a rainbow or hearing
thunder and not in dlitz 'ld or yceg y`x 'ld (where the jexr ogley
places these halachos).  It is clear that the m"anx understood this
dkxa to be one of d`cede gay.

Another way this  dkxa can be viewed is as a devnd zkxa. l"fg
established that there is an obligation to be dpikyd ipt lawn at a
certain time in the month, and the dkxa recited at that time is to
precede that act.  Similarly, Rav Moshe Feinstein in his z"ey
fk 'iq a g"e` dyn zexb` says that since our prayers are guaranteed
to be heard when we daven with a minyan, there is an obligation
on each person to daven with a minyan (and it is not just good
advice).  Perhaps this applies to  dpal yeciw as well.  Since we
have the opportunity to greet the dpiky, there is an obligation to
recite the dkxa, giving it a status of a devnd zkxa.

Aside from these two different ways of understanding this dkxa,
maybe we can add a third understanding.  Perhaps this is a zkxa
oipdpd like the zFkxa we say before eating food.  Since we gain

1. See `a zyxt xy` zgpn who discusses why this is often referred to as
dpal yeciw and not dpal zkxa.
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benefit from the moon, we are obligated to make a dkxa when
getting that d`pd, and the dkxa we recite every month serves to
permit us to get that benefit like the zFkxa recited before eating
serve to permit us to enjoy our food.2

There are many practical applications to the question above
regarding the nature of this dkxa:
·a dxrd n 'iq l`xyi iy` xtq says that Rav Chaim of Volozhin
would cover his eyes and not look at the moon until he was ready
to make the dkxa.  It appears that Rav Chaim believed that upon
seeing the moon one is required to make the dkxa without delay
just like the other dii`xd zekxa or oipdpd zekxa.  However, we can
say that if this dkxa were treated like a devnd zkxa then one
might be able to gain benefit from the moon and push off the
dkxa until later. This is like the mitzvah of lulav where we can
take the lulav but have in mind not to fulfill the mitzvah until
later – see xaer d"c .hl dkeq 'qez. 3

If a person already made the dkxa is he able to recite the dkxa for
someone else? Do we say `iven `vi when it comes to dpald zkxa?
If we were to assume that this dkxa is considered a devnd zkxa
then he could make the dkxa for someone else just like any other
performance of a mitzvah where we say dfa df miaxr l`xyi lk.
However, if we were to assume that the dkxa is a oipdpd zkxa then
we would not allow it just like zFkxa recited on food where we do
not say `iven `vi (see av w"q fqw dxexa dpyn).  However, what

2. See oipdpe d"c ekz dkld xe`ia who quotes the Sanzer Rav who says that
if one begins the beracha and then the clouds cover up the moon, he is
permitted to continue just like the blessing on thunder where one makes
the beracha after the thunder is gone.  The Mishna Berura argues by
saying that since this is a beracha made on the benefit received from the
moon it is improper to make the beracha once that d`pd is gone, just
like `ivend zkxa where a person is forbidden to make the beracha once
he has finished his meal.
3. Another related question which arose: If it is cloudy at one’s home is
he obligated to go to a place where the moon is visible so that he can
recite the beracha?  Perhaps this question is dependent on how we
understand the nature of the beracha.

8



would be the rule if we were to assume that dpald zkxa was a
d`cede gay zkxa?  Would we allow someone to recite the dkxa
for his friend?  The e w"q e 'iq dxexa dpyn rules that a chazzan may
recite the dkxa of xvi xy` on behalf of the congregation.  One can
infer from this that we say `iven `vi with regards to gay zkxa
d`cede and therefore, we would allow someone to say the zkxa
dpald for someone else.4

R’ Yechezkel Landau (`n 'iq g"e` `nw dcedia rcep z"ey) was
asked whether one is permitted to interrupt the Megillah reading
to recite the dpald zkxa if it was the last night to recite the dkxa.
R’ Landau responded that if the whole congregation needed to
recite the dkxa then they would be permitted to stop the reading
for two reasons: (1) there is ample time to read the Megillah after
the dkxa as opposed to dpald zkxa where it is possible that the
moon will not reappear later that night and (2) since we say this
dkxa every month, we can apply the rule of xicz xicz epi`ye xicz
mcew, that the mitzvah which is done more often takes
precedence.  This second reason for the ruling is quite
questionable. We only say mcew xicz xicz epi`ye xicz when we are
faced with two equal obligations like the sqene cinz zepaxw.5

Therefore, how are we able to apply this concept here?  Are we
to assume that the megilla and dpald zkxa are both two equal
obligations?  It seems from here that R’ Landau believed that the
dkxa of dpald zkxa is a devnd zkxa and we would therefore apply
the concept of mcew xicz xicz epi`ye xicz.

The dl 'iq `"g oycd znexz discusses a common dilemma. Should
one who sees the moon during the week wait until zay i`ven to

4. See the Taz at the beginning of drc dxei who says that the xcqn
oiyeciw is able to recite the oiqexi` zkxa on behalf of the groom because
that beracha is a d`cede gay zkxa.
5. I once heard that this is the reason why we recite the dxezd z`ixw
before the dlibnd z`ixw on Purim morning (since they are both
obligatory mitzvos) unlike the dlibnd z`ixw on yom tov which is recited
before the dxezd z`ixw - since the reading of the Megillah on yom tov is
only a minhag we don’t apply the concept of mcew xicz xicz epi`ye xicz.
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make the dkxa or should he make the dkxa at the earliest moment
possible?  The oycd znexz says that if there are only a few days
left to recite the dkxa then one should recite it during the week.
However, if there is ample time to recite the dkxa and one is not
concerned that the moon will not be visible then he should wait
until after Shabbos to recite the dkxa when he is dressed in his
nice clothing.  The cl 'iq `"g awri zeay brings a proof for this
opinion of the oycd znexz that we would say devn xecid –
beautifying a mitzvah (i.e. wearing nice clothes to the dkxa on
the moon) – takes precedence over the concept of oinicwn oifixf
zeevnl – doing a mitzvah at earliest time; since the oycd znexz
tells one to wait until after Shabbos to recite the dkxa instead of
saying the dkxa at its earliest time. It is apparent that he believes
that this concept would apply to all mitzvos.  Therefore, the zeay
awri says that if a person has a kosher Esrog but he is sure that a
much nicer one will come his way later in the day he should wait
to perform the mitzvah in its most beautified form.  Perhaps we
can refute this proof of the awri zeay by saying that the zkxa
dpald is different from other mitzvos in that it is really a zkxa
d`cede gay and that is why the oycd znexz told the person to wait
until after Shabbos, but when it comes to other mitzvos he would
require one to perform the mitzvah right away.  It is apparent,
however, that the awri zeay believed that the dpald zkxa is a
mitzvah and therefore, we can compare its halachos to other
mitzvos as well.

The c:n l`xyi iy` xtq discusses the case of a boy who will
become bar mitzvah over the next few days.  He asks whether the
boy should recite the dkxa right away or wait until he reaches lib
zeevn.  He quotes R’ Shlomo Zalman Auerbach who says that he
should recite the dkxa right away. R’ Ovadiah Yosef argues,
saying that the boy should wait.  Perhaps this discussion is
dependent on our question.  If dpald zkxa is considered a
mitzvah, then it would make sense for the child to wait until he
becomes a bar mitzvah to perform the mitzvah.  However, if the
dkxa is considered a oipdpd zkxa or a d`cede gay zkxa then he
should recite it right away.
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The ekz 'iq mdxa` obn states that the dpald zkxa is a dyr zevn
`nxb onfdy, which would exempt women from the recitation of
this dkxa.  R’ Shlomo Kluger in his dnly znkg 'bd asks why this
should be any different from the dkxa of epiigdy which we recite
on a new fruit.  Is one to say that since the new fruit only comes
once a year that the dkxa recited at that time should be considered
a `nxb onfdy dyr zevn?  We never see that women are exempt
from that dkxa and so, they should be required to say the zkxa
dpald as well.6  Again, it seems like this disagreement would
depend on whether dpald zkxa is a mitzvah (like the mdxa` obn)
or whether it is a d`cede gay zkxa like the dkxa of epiigdy.

6. See Rav Scheinberg’s miig zxnyn that fundamentally one could
recite the beracha all month long but since l"fg required one to say it
during the first half of the month it gets the status of onfdy dyr zevn
`nxb
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The devn of lbxl diilr
What, Who, Where, When and Why?

Josh Gelernter

The dxez describes the devn of lbxl dilr in three places. First in
mihtyn zyxt the dxez says:

 :'d oŸc ῭ d̈ i¥p §RÎl ¤̀  L §xEk §fÎlM̈ d ¤̀ ẍ¥i dp̈Ẍ ©A mi ¦nr̈ §R WŸlẄ

In `yz ik zyxt it repeats the passuk of mihtyn zyxt almost
verbatim:

 :l ¥̀ ẍ §U¦i iwŸl¡̀ 'd oŸc ῭ d̈ i¥p §R z ¤̀  L §xEk §f lM̈ d ¤̀ ẍ¥i dp̈Ẍ ©A mi ¦nr̈ §R WŸlẄ

In d`x zyxt the dxez says:
 b ©g §A xg̈ §a¦i x ¤W£̀ mFwÖ ©A LiwŸl¡̀ 'd i¥p §RÎz ¤̀  L §xEk §fÎlk̈ d ¤̀ ẍ¥i dp̈Ẍ ©A mi ¦nr̈ §R WFlẄ

:mẅi ¥x 'd i¥p §RÎz ¤̀  d ¤̀ ẍ¥i Ÿ̀l §e zFM ªQ ©d b ©g §aE zFr ªaẌ ©d b ©g §aE zFS ©O ©d

What?

There is an obligation upon all males to be seen in the ycwnd zia
during the shalosh regalim. When one arrives at the ycwnd zia,
one is obligated to bring a korban olah. This oaxw is known as the
dii`x zler. It is unclear from the miweqt whether there are two
independent obligations, 1) to appear in the ycwnd zia and 2) to
bring a oaxw, or whether the two obligations are parts of one devn.

The oa` ixeh on the dbibg `xnb on 7a explains that there is only
one devn. He explains that there is one mitzvas aseih, to appear in
the ycwnd zia and this devn is only fulfilled via the oaxw. One
may have thought he could fulfill the obligation of Aliyah just by
appearing in the ycwnd zia, even empty-handed, and the
commandment to bring a oaxw is a separate devn but this braisa
tells us that is not the case. The m"anx also paskins this way in
Hilchos Chagigah 1:1. The Lechem Mishneh comments on this
m"anx that if one were to appear initially without bringing a oaxw
but subsequently would bring the dii`x zler, he would fulfill the

1.
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devn in its entirety because it is not necessary to fulfill the aspect
of appearing and the aspect of bringing the oaxw simultaneously.

The oa` ixeh points out a practical consequence of the fact that
the dyrz `l of appearing empty-handed is a condition in the dyr
zevn of dii`x. Should a poor person who has no funds for a oaxw
go to the dxfr during the holiday? If the dyr zevn is independent
of the dyrz `l, such a person should go to the dxfr to fulfill the
dyr zevn of Re'iyah. Even though he will transgress the     dyrz
`l of appearing without a oaxw, the dyr zevn overrides the dyrz
`l. However, if bringing a oaxw is a requirement in the fulfillment
of the dyr zevn, a poor person should not go to the dxfr without
a oaxw, because he will not fulfill the dyr zevn without a oaxw.

2.Who?

The dxez says that all males are obligated to perform this devn.
The first dpyn in dbibg zkqn lists exceptions to this general rule
of the weqt.  The list includes the usual suspects of those who are
xeht from mitzvos including a mute, a person who is insane, a
child, someone whose gender is inconclusive, women and slaves.
The dpyn also includes someone who is lame, blind, ill, old or
cannot travel under his own power. The `xnb in migqt zkqn 8b
brings a statement of R’ Ami that one who owns land is obligated
to go up to milyExi on the holidays while one who does not own
property is exempt from this devn. (R’ Akiva Eiger points out
that the Yerushalmi has the same halachah in Maseches Pe’ah at
the end of the third perek). Tosafos in the beginning of dbibg
points out that a person who does not own land along with a
tanner and a blacksmith were omitted by the dpyn. Tosafos does
not give an explanation as to why they were omitted. The m"anx
omits this exemption altogether. The Mishneh L’melech picks up
on this omission and questions why in fact the m"anx left it out.
The oa` ixeh observes that ownership of land that will revert back
to an original owner at Yovel is not considered ownership and
such a person would also be exempt from the devn. 
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It seems, based on the conclusion above that there is one devn
with two components, that one who is xeht from the devn of
dii`x would not violate the Mitzvas Lo Sa’aseh of appearing
empty-handed should he decide to appear in the ycwnd zia on
the h"Fi. This point is evident from the following i"yx.

The first dpyn of dbibg  quoted above begins by saying dii`xa
oiaiig lkd. i"yx explains that dii`x here refers to the obligation to
appear. The end of the dpyn uses the same word dii`x and it
clearly refers to the oaxw. The dpyn goes on to explain who is
considered a child and states that a child is someone who cannot
ride upon his father’s shoulders to go up from milyexi to ziad xd
according to Beis Shammai or who cannot hold his father’s hand
while walking to ziad xd according to Beis Hillel. The
implication of the dpyn is that if the child is able to get to ziad xd
he is obligated in the mitzah of dii`x even though he is still a
minor. However, i"yx explains that the obligation to bring a oaxw
is only for adults. Since a minor is not obligated by the dxez to
bring a oaxw and cannot sanctify an animal as a oaxw, there is also
no devn of Chinuch to have him bring a dii`x oaxw. Any animal
he would bring for a dii`x oaxw would violate the prohibition
against bringing a non-sanctified animal into the dxfr.

For this reason, i"yx explains that the dpyn's statement,
"Everyone is obligated in dii`x" refers to the devn to appear in
the dxfr (but not the devn to bring a dii`x oaxw). When the dpyn
says that a minor who is old enough to go from milyexi to Har
ha’Bayis is obligated, it means that he is obligated to appear in
the dxfr -- but not to bring a oaxw. Mishneh L’melech observes
that the m"anx seems to follow the view of i"yx. 

Tosafos argues on i"yx and says that a minor is obligated to bring
an dii`x zler for Chinuch purposes. However, this oaxw of a
minor would not override the prohibitions of hilchos yom tov and
therefore he (actually the minor’s father on his behalf) should
bring a korban nedava on Chol Hamoed. 
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Where?

On the surface, the question of “where?” seems to be a very
simple discussion.  The dxFz tells us in Shemos to appear i¥p §RÎl ¤̀
'd oŸc ῭ d̈ and in Devarim LiwŸl¡̀ 'd i¥p §RÎz ¤̀ . In the dpyn quoted above,
Beis Shammai and Beis Hillel argue whether a minor is exempt if
he cannot be carried on his father’s shoulders or walk while
holding his father’s hand. Both agree that the place where the
minor must reach is ziad xd.  However, when i"yx explains why
an adult who cannot walk on his feet is exempt, he writes that he
is exempt from the devn to appear on the festival if he cannot
walk from milyexi to the dxfr.  i"yx’s language is specific, it is
insufficient to walk to ziad xd; one must go to the dxfr to fulfill
the obligation. The `xnb in dbibg 7a seems clear that only the dxfr
is considered 'd iptl and not the rest of ziad xd. The Tosfos Yom
Tov questions why the dpyn speaks of a minor being able to
travel to ziad xd. Based on the `xnb on 7a, even if the child could
make it to ziad xd but not all the way to the dxfr, he should be
exempt.  The Tosfos Yom Tov answers that the difficult part of
the journey was from milyexi to ziad xd as it was a steep incline.
The walk from ziad xd to dxfr, in contrast, was a shorter easier
walk, so if a child could make it to ziad xd he most certainly
could complete the trip to the dxfr. 

When?

Both of the miweqt quoted above begin with the same words:
dpya minrt yFly. It would appear from the weqt that an
individual is obligated to bring 3 olos r’iyah during the course of
a year, one on Pesach, one on Shavuos, and one on Sukkos.
However, there is a machlokes in the `xnb on 7a between Reish
Lakish and R’ Yochanan whether one is obligated to bring a new
dii`x zler every time one appears in the ycwnd zia on the
shalosh regalim or if one suffices for the entire holiday. The
m"anx appears to paskin like Rabi Yochanan that one oaxw
suffices for the entire festival. If one were to bring an olah every

3.

4.
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time he appeared in the dxfr it would be accepted but this is not
mandatory. 

Another aspect of when involves the concept of oinelyz. The rule
is that if one is unable to appear on the first day, one is able to
make up for the missed opportunity during the entire duration of
the festival, i.e., all 7 days of Pesach, 7 days after Shavuos (even
though the regel is only one day, Shavuos is compared to Pesach
for this specific point) and through Shmini Azeres for Sukkos
(even though Shmini Atzeres is considered a Holiday unto itself
for a number of rules see dbibg  17a). While it is obvious that this
rule no longer applies in its exact sense, there is a practical
ramification that is relevant today. The minhag in Beth Abraham
is to resume saying Tachanun immediately after Isru Chag of
Shmini Azeres while we do not resume saying Tachanun until the
13th day of Sivan. This difference is due to the fact that there is no
dii`x oaxw associated with Shmini Azeres so the joy that we
experience on the Festival departs immediately after the h"Fi (or
Isru Chag) passes. However, on Shavuos, the joyous feeling
lingers during the entire period when the dii`x zler was eligible
to be brought, i.e., the entire period of Tashlumin.  Therefore, we
do not begin to recite tachanun until 7 days after the h"Fi (we omit
tachanun the entire month of Nisan so there is no current
practical application of the rule after Pesach).  

Why?

The Sefer Hachinuch, ekxck, explains the reason for this devn. He
says that as we are servants of Hashem, we periodically come to
visit His “dwelling place” in order to increase our fear and love
for Him. Rav Sobolofsky expanded on this idea in an article for
Torah Web. He quotes the m"anx in the beginning of Hilchos Beis
Habechira that says the fundamental purpose of the ycwnd zia
was to provide the place for the devn of lbxl dilr. Why does the
m"anx choose this devn over the daily avodah, Shabbos or h"Fi
korbanos or the avodah of Yom Kippur?

5.
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The context of the miweqt in Devarim that describe the devn of
lbxl dilr provides an insight. The dxez is aware that Klal Yisrael
is on the verge of entering Eretz Yisrael and will disperse to the
four corners of the land, away from the immediate geographical
proximity of the Mishkan. For this reason, we are given
permission to eat unconsecrated meat and to redeem our ma’aser
sheni produce, because it would not be possible to appear in
milyexi every time we want to eat meat or ma’aser sheni fruits.
This physical distance manifested itself in a number of incorrect
ways over the course of time. The shevatim that lived on the
other side of the Yarden built a replica of the mizbeach to remind
themselves and their children what is in milyexi.  Illegal bamos
(private “backyard” altars) were rampant during this period in a
misguided attempt to regain that closeness with the Ribono Shel
Olam. 

The devn of lbxl dilr is the correct response to this very real
problem. Although not everyone can live in physical proximity to
the ycwnd zia throughout the year, our three yearly visits
reinforce our connection to the Mikdash and to Hashem's
Presence that dwells there. The m"anx saw in the devn of lbxl
dilr not just another devn associated with the ycwnd zia, but the
very purpose of the ycwnd zia, a place for a people dispersed
throughout the land to become close to Hashem physically and,
ultimately, spiritually.

We hope that i"dfra we are able to properly fulfill the devn of
lbxl dilr speedily in our days, on`!
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:Eziayz
Do I really need to clean (dyre mEwa) for Pesach?

Yechiel Rotblat
I. Introduction

In regard to the obligation to remove chametz from one’s
possession before Pesach, there is a positive commandment of
eziayz as the posuk in e"h ,a"i zeny states:--Ezi ¦A §W ©Y oŸeW` ¦xd̈ mŸeI ©A K ©̀
m¤ki ¥YÄ ¦n xŸ̀ §V.  In addition there are also the negative
commandments of `vnii lae d`xi la as the posuk  in h"i ,a"i zeny
states  m¤ki ¥Yä §A `¥vÖ¦i Ÿ̀l ,xŸ̀ §U--mi ¦nï z ©r §a ¦W and the posuk in f ,b"i zeny
states u ¥ng̈ L§l d ¤̀ ẍ¥i- Ÿ̀l §e.

Regarding the positive commandment of Ezi ¦A §W ©Y, the jepig zgpn
discusses whether the way to fulfill this mitzvah is dyre mewa,
i.e., via the affirmative act of ridding one’s possessions of
chametz, or whether the mitzvah can equally be fulfilled l`e aya
dyrz, i.e., the passive act of not having chametz in one’s
possession.

II.   zepin `wtp    

Various zepin `wtp to this question would be as follows:

Does one need to actually have chametz in order to fulfill
this mitzvah?

If the mitzvah is dyre mewa then one would need to actually
have chametz in his possession in order to be able to remove
it and fulfill the mitzvah of eziayz, and if he had no chametz
he should perhaps go out and aquire some so that he can
fulfill the mitzvah of eziayz. This would be similar to the
mitzvah of ziviv where one who does not have a four
cornered garment does not fulfill the mitzvah, which is why
we specifically wear a four cornered garment so that we can
fulfill the mitzvah of ziviv.

1)
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On the other hand, if the mitzvah can be fulfilled l`e aya
dyrz then one could fulfill the mitzvah of eziayz by the
mere state of being chametz free. This would be akin to
resting on Shabbos and Yom Tov, where fulfills the mitzvah
of oezay by remaining passive and not performing dk`ln.

  
2) If Reuven is about to destroy his chametz and Shimon
grabs the chametz and throws it into a fire before Reuven can
do it himself, is Shimon liable to pay Reuven a penalty?  The
Shulchan Aruch (Choshen Mishpat 382:1) states that, in
general, if Shimon prevents Reuven from fulfilling a mitzvah
(for example, if Reuven slaughtered an animal and Shimon
covers the blood before Reuven has a chance) then Shimon is
liable for monetary damages (according to one opinion, 10
gold coins!).  Therefore, if the mitzvah of eziayz  needs to be
fulfilled dyre mewa, Shimon would be liable to pay Reuven a
penalty for denying Reuven that opportunity. However, if the
mitzvah of eziayz can be fulfilled dyrz l`e aya then Reuven
has indeed fulfilled the mitzvah even if the actual act of
destruction was performed by Shimon.

3) If one destroyed chametz on Pesach by eating it, did he at
least fulfill a mitzvah of eziayz? If the mitzvah of eziayz  is
dyre mewa then a person who eats chametz on Pesach is
fulfilling that mitzvah directly through the performance of an
dxiar and his act would not count as a mitzvah according to
those who are of the opinion that `vi `l dxiar icia d`ad devn.
However, if the mitzvah of eziayz can be fulfilled  l`e aya
dyrz, one can argue that the requirement is to be “chametz
free” and indeed he currently is in a state of being  “chametz
free.”

4) When is the proper time to fulfill the mitzvah of eziayz? 
The gemorah in Pesachim (4b-5a) discusses when the
prohibition of having chametz commences and the gemorah
quotes the posuk discussed above xŸ̀ §V Ezi ¦A §W ©Y oŸeW` ¦xd̈ mŸeI ©A K ©̀
m¤ki ¥YÄ ¦n as the source for teaching us that the prohibition on
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having chametz begins at the sixth hour on erev Pesach.
Therefore, if the mitzvah of eziayz  is dyre mewa, one who
wants to fulfill the mitzvah would need to perform it at the
prescribed time; getting rid of one’s chametz even an hour
before the zman would not count as having fulfilled the
mitzvah.  On the other hand, if the mitzvah of eziayz can be
fulfilled  dyrz l`e aya, then even if one cleaned his house
and burned all his chametz a week before Pesach, he fulfills
the mitzvah because at the precise zman (the sixth hour on
erev Pesach) he is “cnFre zayEn” i.e., he is “chametz free.” 

5) Are women obligated in the mitzvah of eziayz? We know
that women are generally not obligated in mitzvos that are
time bound.  Therefore, perhaps one can make the argument
that if the mitzvah of eziayz  is dyre mewa, it would be in the
same category as all other time bound mitzvos for which
women are not obligated.  However, if the mitzvah of eziayz
is fulfilled dyrz l`e aya, then women would be obligated in
this just like they are obligated in other time bound mitzvos
that are fulfilled dyrz l`e aya. [Note: most acharonim are of
the opinion that women are obligated in the in mitzvah of
eziayz  even if it is dyre mewa.]

III. Proofs

Perhaps an analysis of the words of the Rishonim can shed light
on where they come out on this discussion.

1) The jepig zgpn suggests that perhaps the question we have
been discussing is a machlokes between Rashi and Tosafos.
The gemarah in Pesachim (4b) mentions that `ziixe`cn
ibq rnlra lehiaa (according to Torah law one can fulfill the
mitzvah of eziayz by just nullifying his ownership over his
chametz).  Rashi explains that lehia is a precise fulfillment of
the Torah’s commandment of eziayz.  Tosafos on the other
hand asks “how can Rashi interpret eziayz to mean  lehia?
We know that there is a specific time in which eziayz has to
occur (i.e., after the 6th hour on erev Pesach) and we also
know that after that zman one cannot do lEhia?”  Tosafos
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therefore explains that lehia is a work-around to avoid
violating commandment of `vni lae d`xi la and works via
the laws of hefker, but is not a fulfillment of the primary
mitzvah of eziayz.

Therefore, it appears that Tosafos is of the opinion that the
mitzvah of eziayz  is dyre mewa, which is why he feels that it
needs to be performed at a specific time.  Rashi, on the other
hand, is not bothered by Tosafos’ question because he holds
that the mitzvah of eziayz can be fulfilled  dyrz l`e aya and
therefore lehia alone, which can be performed in advance of
the zman issur, can fulfill the Torah’s commandment of
eziayz.

2) The m"anx in Hilchos Chametz U’Matzah 2:1 states:
 ungd ziaydl dxezd on dyr zevnezlik` xeqi` onf mcewxn`py ,

"mkizan xe`y eziayz oey`xd meia" 
Note the underlined phrase in which the m"anx says that the
mitzvah is to get rid of one’s chametz before the prescribed
zman.  Perhaps we can infer from here that the m"anx is of the
opinion that the mitzvah of eziayz can be fulfilled l`e aya  
dyrz and that is why one can fulfill the mitzvah even if he
got rid of his chametz well ahead of the actual zman.

This is consistent with the next halacha in which the m"anx
writes: eailn ungd lhaiy `ed--dxeza dxen`d ef dzayd `id dne
xtrk eze` aeygie. Here the m"anx is clearly stating that the
way to perform the mitzvah according to the Torah is to
perform lehia . According to the way we explained Rashi
above, this would make the m"anx consistent with the
preceding halacha,which also implied that the mitzvah of
 eziayzcan be fulfilled dyrz l`e aya . 

IV. dyrl wzipd e`l

The gemorah in Chulin (141a) discusses the concept of wzipd e`l
dyrl (a negative violation that can be “rectified” by performing a
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positive commandment) and states that one who commits such a
violation does not get zewln.  In that case, it is surprising to see
that the m"anx writes in Hilchos Chametz U’Matzah 1:3: dwel epi`
ick--evnig e` gqta ung dpw ok m` `l` "`vnii `l"e "d`xii `l" meyn
dyrn dyriy. “One does not get lashes for owning chametz on
Pesach unless he actually did a deed, such as acquiring the
chametz on Pesach.”  The question is why is this violation not
considered a dyrl wzipd e`l for which there are no lashes (i.e.,
rectify the violation by performing the positive commandment of
eziayz)?
  
One answer given by the jepig zgpn is that the only time we apply
the rule of eilr oiwel oi` dyrl wzipd e`l is when the positive
commandment that “rectifies” the violation is one that has to be
performed with a specific action, i.e., dyre mewa.  However,
where the action that “rectifies” the violation can also be done
dyrz l`e aya the rule of eilr oiwel oi` dyrl wzipd e`l will not
apply.  For example, if one violates the obligation to refrain from
performing dk`ln on Yom Tov we would not say that he can
“rectify” his violation by refraining from performing dk`ln for
the rest of the day.  This would be consistent with our analysis of
the m"anx above in which we deduced that he holds that the that
the mitzvah of eziayz can be fulfilled  dyrz l`e aya. Another
answer, given by the dix` zb`y, is that the rule of dyrl wzipd e`l
eilr oiwel oi` only applies to a “rectifying” mitzvah that can only
be performed after the violation has occurred (i.e., the mitzvah to
burn xzep, return a stolen object, etc).  However, a mitzvah such
as eziayz, which he refers to a dyr encwy e`l   (a e`l  that is
preceded by an dyr,  in other words a e`l as to which the dyr
can be performed even in the absence of a violation of the e`l) is
not subject to the rule of eilr oiwel oi` dyrl wzipd e`l.
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gqta edyn ixz
oiihylwpit jexa l`xyi

`nh bc lye dlap ly dkizg dpg xa xa dax yxc" (.w oileg) 'nba `zi`
'it) `xen` ax iwe`  .zekizgae dtiwae ahexa mrh ozzy cr zxqe` dpi`
zekizgd lk zxqe`e p"prg dkizga mrh ozpy oeik yxce dilr (onbxezn
dcva dzidy zg` dkizga mrh ozpy oeik i"yxt) dpin ody iptn olek
did `le dxcwa zekizgd x`y oziy mcew dnr dlgz dlyazpy e` cinz
dxcwa zekizgd x`y ozp k"g`e da mrh dlapd dpzpe xeqi`a miyy efa
olek zekizgd lk zxqe`e dnvr dlap ziyrp dlapd mrh dlawy ef dkizg
lehia ick oda yi 'it`e ilha `l dpin ody iptn c"qwe dpin ody iptn
mrh zpizp jiiy `lc ,`wec e`l ''mrh ozp'' `xnbd ly df oeyle]  .(odizy
o`nk ax ickn iia`l `xtq ax dil xn`  .[epina oin md zekizgd lky oeik
mrh ozp ik `ixi` i`n liha `l epina oin xn`c dcedi 'xk dizrnyl dxn`
`l dcvay dkizga mrh dpzp `l 'it` i"yxt) inp mrh ozp `l ik 'it`
mby :mixacd yexit]  .dlha `le `id ediipin dteb dlap `dc inp dlha
dpin ody iptn zekizgd lk zxqe`e dxicwa zpzip dnvr dpey`xd dlapd
i"yxt) ewlqe mcwya r"nad l"`  .([zg` dkizga mrh dpzp m` dpyn `le
dpzp jkld dxcwa zexg`d oziy mcew ahex wlqe xeqi`l ewlqe mcwya
p"prgc opireny`e ixqzin i`na e`l i`e ozxqe`e zxfeg f"xd dpey`xa mrh
oin ied ewlqe mcw `l `niz 'it` xn` `ax (dzhilta dizexag xeq`l
epin oi`ye epi`y ink epin z` wlq xg` xace epine oin lke xg` xace epine
oebk xg` xace dhegye dlap oebk epine oin lkc i"yxt) elhane eilr dax
ink edwlq `l` etiqen `le xeqi`l elhan epi` xzidc epin ahexe oilaz
jkld dtiwae ahexa dlap dlhae ahexde dlapd ex`ype ef dxcwa epi`y
min ozp k"g`e dilr ahexd dax `ly cera dlgz dpey`xa mrh dpzp
ody iptn lkd zxqe`e dlapd lr dpey`x dkizg dtqezp zekizge dtiwe
ecal ahexde miyyn xzei oda yiy t"r`e dlhal zekizg e`vn `le dpin

."(mdipy lhal ick ea oi`

.xe`ia jixve  .edyn dlawl mrh dlaw oia welig yiy x`ean

xeq` epina oiny opixn`c dcedi 'x itl s`y (f"hwq av 'iq) f"hd 'it
`l la` (dliap oebk) dnvr xeqi` `id dpey`xd dkizgdyk wx edf ,edyna
xeqi`d ozp m`y ax ycige  .xeqi` da zaxerny xzid zkizg `idyk
xeqi` zeidl zktdp dkizgd lky ,xzid ly zxg` dkizga mrh dnvr
itl n"wtp cere]  .liha `l epina oiny dcedi 'x ly oicd jiiy `linne ,ynn
mikixv  ,(opaxl ,epin 'it` e`) epin epi` eid dxicwa zekizgd x`y m`y ,z"x

  .[.t.a.i .da relad xeqi`d cbpk wx `le dlhal ick dkizgd lk cbpk 'q
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ozepa `wec p"pge xeq` l"` `"ya s`y wqty z"x zrcl xehd 'k" f"hd l"fe
'it` edyna xq`p la` ea rlapy xeqi`d lhal 'q xzida did `ly mrh
l"kr dliap dlek ziyrp `l dcedi 'xl edyna xeq`y epin zngn xq`p
p"prg dkizga mrh ozpy oeik ax yxc ('w sc) d"b 'ta `zi`cn df oic xewne
zkizgy mzd iia` dl iwene dpin mdy iptn olek zekizgd lk zxqe`e
dliapdn mrh dlawe dxiyk '` dkizg mr zlyazn dlgz dzid dliap
dligz dxq`py dkizgd mr zexiyk daxd my gipde dliapd wliq k"g`e
'q yiy s` zexiykd zekizgd lk zxqe`e p"p dxq`py dkizgc opixn`c
il dnl 'qezd eywde edyna n"an l"qc opiniiw dcedi 'xc `ail`c dcbp
edyna 'it` `d mrh da dpzp dliapdy gkn dxq`p dxq`py dkizgdy
zxg` k"g` zxqe` `idy ikid ik dpin `idy iptn dze` xeq`l dleki
opixn` `l n"n `edy lka `xqzn `teb `idc idpc l"fe z"x uxize edyna
lka `l` dxq`p `l dnvr `idy oeik zexg`d lk xeq`l dliap dyrizy
epiid n"n edyna epina oin ied dcedi 'xly t"r`c dfa x`ean l"kr edc
m` xeq`l gk oi` epina k"g` lyazp m` la` edyna xq`p dligzy `wec

 edyna epina oin gkn opixq` `le dxq`py dkizgd cbp 'q yiseb oi`y oeik
 o`k xeqi`dedyn xeqi`n drlay `l` zexyk zekizgd x`y eid k"r

f` mrh da ozpy daxd xeqi`n dligz dkizgd dxq`p m` la` zexzen
."dcbp 'q ipdn `le zexg`d dpin z` edyna zxqe`

`l` dxq`p `l dpey`xd dkizgd m`y 'ite (my k"dewpa) j"yd eilr wlge
oin iede ea axern xg` gky zekizg x`y mr epink zaygp `l ,`edy lk i"r

.zekizg x`yn dpey

xq`p m`c `cei 'xl n"an iab xehde y"`xde zetqezd y"n" j"yd l"fe
dpi` zexg` zekizg mr k"g` dlyazpe epin zngn edyna dlgz dkizgd
p"p dkizgdc `"lc oeikc `nrh epiid mzdc opin mdy t"r` edyna zxqe`
lk xq`i zekizgay edyn eze`c xninl `kil k"` h"pa dxq`p `ly oeik

 dlap ziyrp `l dkizgc oeikc zexg`d zekizgdedyn eze` ied `l k"`
 epin zexg`d zekizgd iablliha `l epina oin xn`c `cei 'xl opirny `lc

 ecal xeqi` ly `ed oin eze`yk `l`ea axern xg` gkyk `l la`."

k"g`e gqta zaexrz jezl ltpy ung edyn oipra j"yde f"hd ewlgpe
edyn ixzc xzen f"hdl  .dipy zaexrza dpey`xd zaexrzdn edyn axrzp
l"ie ,l"pd 'qez xaqda dielz mzwelgn zcewpe  .xeq` j"ydle opixn` `l

.'qezd xe`iaa mzhiyl mdy

oebk) ynn xeqi` `ed xeqi`d k"`` edyna n"an `"`y (my) f"hd 'k
 xeqi` da zaxerny xzid zkizg `idyk `l la` (dliapxeqi`d seb dpi`y.
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dkizgd lk ,xzid ly dpey`x dgizga mrh xeqi`d ozp m`y ax ycige
zexg` zekizg xeq`l dleki `linne ynn xeqi` ly eteb zeidl dktdp
edyn xeqi`a z`f `xaq opixn`y oeike" l"fe (my) f"hd jiynde  .edyna
gwlec `xwn mcd ieqik 't yix `zi`ck z"dn `edy dcedi 'xl epina oina
edyn xeqi`c gqta ung oebk edyn xeqi`a ikd `nipy y"kn xtd mcn

 ."opaxcn ely

aygp `l edyna dpey`xd dkizgd dxq`p m`y 'k (my k"dewpa) j"yde
dcedi 'x xn` `l dfae ea axern xg` gk yiy oeik zekizg x`y mr epink
ly dkizg dlek ziyrp h"p i"r dxq`pyk la`  .liha `l n"anc eyecig
ixz oipra (my) j"yd jiynde  .ea axern xg` gky zaygp dpi`e xeqi`
exn` mleke mixend ilecbe i`yiyw ipax dnkl izl`ye" l"fe ,gqta edyn
edyn mrh eze` n"n `dc ... zeaexrzd lk xeq`l oibdep mlerny cg` dt
epina oia edyna gqta ungc oeik zexg`d aey zxqe` dpey`xd dkizgay
`l` liha `l epina oin xn`y dcedi 'xl epina oinl) inc `le  .n"`ya oia
`kil k''` ... (ea axern xg` gkyk `l la` ecal xeqi` ly `ed oin eze`yk
dkizgc oeikc zexg`d zekizgd lk xeq`i zekizgay edyn eze`c xninl

 k''` dlap ziyrp `lepin zexg`d zekizgd iabl edyn eze` ied `l`lc 
xeqi` ly `ed oin eze`yk `l` liha `l epina oin xn`c `cei 'xl opirny
.el) o''xd 'ky dnn `icdl rnyn ikde ... ea axern xg` gkyk `l la` ecal
il dnl dil `xiaq `cei 'xk axc oeik `kd wcinl `ki`e l''fe (oey`x xeaic
liha `l epina oinc oeik `xqzin inp edyna 'it` `dc dkizga mrh ozzy
xeqi` aiyg `l `xqzinc b''r` dkizga mrh ozp `ly lkc il d`xpe 'ek
olek zekizgd lk zxqe` dpi` dlap ziyrp dpi`y lke p''prg da xninl
ly xg` mrhy lk ikd dil opirny `l liha `l n''an `cei 'x xn`c b''r`c
epina oia edyna xqe`c oeik liyaza gqta unga la` l''kr ea axern xzid
epi` aiyg ea axern xzid ly xg` gky oeikc `niz 'it` k"` ,epina `ly oia

."epina `ly 'it` edyna xqe` `d n"n ,epin

liha `l n"an dcedi 'x xn` `l `xaqny `ibeqd x`a f"hd :oiprd mekiq
lawy xzid oin `ed xqe`dyk `l la` xeqi`d seb `ed xqe`dyk `l`
,(xeq`id seb dzyrpe dlap ziyrp ,xeq`id mrh lawyk la`) edyn xeqi`
`l` opixq` `le opaxcn xeqi` `edy gqta edyn ixz `"lc `linne
xqF`dyky ,xg` ote`a `ibeqd x`a j"yde  .xeqi`d seb `ed xqe`dyk
k"`e zekizg x`y mr epink aygp `l xeqi` ly edyn lawy xzid oin `ed
,n"`ya oia epina oia exeq`y ,gqta unga la`  .dcedi 'xl s` xqe` epi`

.xeq`
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gqtd eilr xary ung
Avi Gurell

The  jExr ogly quotes a basic dkld that if you find ung after 
gqtin a Jewish home, the ung is xeq` . Two questions come to
mind.

1) Why is it xeq` if you were  lhan (nullified) the ung before
Pesach? 
2) What is xeq` to do with the ung (eat it and/or benefit from it)? 

The dpyn in  migqt (gk.) states: gqtd eilr xary l`xyi ly ung
xF`y jl d`xi `le xn`py...d`pda xEq`. ung that belongs to a Jew
and that was in a Jew’s possession over gqt is forbidden to
benefit from. The reason cited is that you have transgressed the
prohibition of `vni laE d`xi la.

The 'nb adds that the dpyn is according to oFrny iax. i"yx on the
sc mentions that really dxFzd on the ung is xzen and that the xEqi`
the dpyn refers to is only a qpw that was set up by the opax.

The y"`x echoes the thought of i"yx and states that the on oic
dxFzd is that this ung is xzen. The xeqi` mentioned is actually a
qpw. The y"`x further adds that this qpw is only regarding oira ung
(pure and intact ung). According to this approach, regarding
ung zaexrz (mixtures that contain ung in them) there is no qpw
and would therefore be xzen. 

What if a Jew found ung in his home after gqt but didn’t know
about it or see it on aFh mFi? The y"`x states that really this ung
should be xzen because the qpw is not applicable. However, he
quotes a inlyexi cenlz that quotes the  dhiy of opgFi iax that in
such an instance this would be xeq` for we are scared of dnxrd
(trickery) . The case of dnxrd is where a Jew, fearing a financial
loss, may state that their  ung was sold or that they were lhan it
before aFh mFi even though they did not appropriately do so.
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The xeh in g"nz writes that this is xeq` only dlik`l, but xzEn
d`pda. The sqei zia there assumes that the reason behind the xeh is
that he is not yyeg for dnxrd, except for instances of daexn d`pd,
which he defines as eating.

The m"anx in  `:c dvnE ung zFkld states that such ung is d`pda xEq`
mlFrl. He adds that the qpw we mentioned above is not just when a
person left his ung on purpose, but even if he left his ung by
mistake. His reasoning is that we do not want to potentially
encourage laxity in the dkld and have a person leave over his ung
on purpose. Furthermore, the m"anx states that this xEqi` is mlerl,
forever. The  dkld   is the same even if one did  lEhia. The thought
process of the m"anx is based on the idea of qpw, as well as the fact
that the individual did not finish the process of removing  ung as
they did not perform xeria. The dpyn sqk on the m"anx quotes a o"x
that states that the qpw does not apply regarding the case of bby.

The  dxexa dpyn states that this dkld applies even in the case of
lEhia. The yEcig here is that even though the individual is not xaer
the xeq` of `vni laE d`xi la, he is still given the qpw, because as
the m"anx states dlgzkl dyri `ly ick and then say but I was  lhan
it or xiwtn it. Furthermore, he quotes several  mipexg` who add that
even if you did an appropriate  dwica and followed it by  lEhia, any
ung found would still be xeq`. However, there are those who
disagree and would be lenient in such a situation. The dxexa dpyn
concludes that in a case of  daexn cqtd (great financial loss) you
can be lenient.

The oglyd jexr also states that the  dkld applies even if  
lEhiaoccurred. The ogleyd jexr also records that this  qpw is a
yEcig of sorts as frequently a  qpw is only on the individual who
has done something wrong; this qpw however, applies to all  Jews
(and non-Jews) as  this  ung cannot be used by anyone.

dkldl we conclude that this type of ung is qpw mEyn opaxc xEq` and
is dlik`a xeq`  and d`pda.
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Doing for Klal Yisrael: 
The Hidden Lesson of Pesach and Shavuos

Dr. Elly Gamss

The Tanna Dvei Eliyahu (Eliyahu Zuta end perek 3) relates a
poignant suggestion regarding seeking a marriage partner. 

“From where do we see that one who marries a woman lsheim
shamayim will have children who will lead the Jewish people to
safe haven in times of travail, will promote and grow torah and
mitzvos? Go and learn from Amram who married lsheim
shamayim and from him came Moshe and Aharon…go and learn
from Boaz who married lsheim shamayim and from him came
Dovid and Shlomo who lead and saved Yisrael and promoted the
growth of torah and mitzvos in Yisrael...” (translated by me from
Hebrew)

What is it about the intentions and actions of Amram and Boaz
that has them singled out for special mention? In what way is it
clear that they were acting specifically in accordance with the
directive outlined by the Tanna Dvei Eliyahu?

The Gemara in Sotah (12a) recounts that during the decrees of
Pharoah, which were bringing about the death of many young
Israelite males, many men separated from their wives. The
Gemara records that Amram, as well, had separated from
Yocheved during this stretch. In fact, as a leader of Shevet Levi,
he may have been the paradigm for others to do so. Miriam
worked tirelessly to combat this. She is depicted in the Gemara as
arguing that Amram’s actions were in effect twice as bad as
Pharoah’s: Pharoah’s decree affected only males, whereas
Amram’s prevented the birth of female children as well. The
Gemara in Megillah (14a) recounts a prophecy to which Miriam
was privy which demonstrated that a savior of the Jewish people
would come from their family. She apparently was not shy about
telling this account. In fact we find Amram getting upset with
Miriam as he watches his son being set afloat in the Nile. 
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When Amram returned to Yocheved, he evidently was not
motivated by anything other than an effort to benefit the Jewish
people. The net result was fathering Moshe Rabeinu. At that
moment of anguish we are witness to how deeply he yearned for
the nevuah of Miriam to come true. 

In Megillas Rus we read of the somewhat puzzling interaction
between Rus and Boaz. We understand his taking pity on her,
allowing her free access to the fields during the harvest. She had
been so caring to his extended family member, Naomi. But, what
would motivate this otherwise wealthy, established, older man to
go to such great lengths to marry Rus? He seeks out Ploni
Almoni, her closest potential suitor and convenes a beis din.

Furthermore, Boaz must have been aware of the potential lineage
problems that would arise. After all, as detailed in the Gemara
Yevamos (76b-77a), the halachic status of Rus Hamoaviah and
whether she would be allowed to enter Klal Yisrael, was not yet
formalized. (see article in Hegyonei Halacha, Megillas Rus
BeShavuos in which Rav Mirsky suggests that purpose in reading
Megillas Rus on Shavuos is to show how the lineage of Klal
Yisrael would have been in jeopardy without Torah Shebeal Peh,
through which the kashrus of Rus joining the Jewish people is
allowed.) 

The Tanna Dvei Eliyahu learns that Boaz was motivated L’sheim
Shamayim.  He recognized the exemplary middos of Rus and
considered her to be a clear asset to Klal Yisrael. There were
opinions already present allowing a Moabite female into Klal
Yisrael, though the potential of a subsequent Sanhedrin to reverse
this was possible. Even if it meant potentially damaging his
yichus, he was willing to risk this to include her character traits in
the lineage of Klal Yisrael.  

How appropriate as we head into the season of Pesach and
Shavuos that we take the opportunity to reflect on the actions and
intentions of our forefathers, and how their efforts Lsheim
Shamayim were rewarded with their descendants, Moshe
Rabbeinu, Aharon HaCohen and Dovid and Shlomo
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Hamalachim, becoming four of the most important and
influential leaders of Klal Yisrael.  May their examples lead us to
emulate them, to look to benefit Klal Yisrael in all of our
endeavors. Through this, we will be models for our own children.
In that zechus and that of our forefathers, we hope that we may
merit to see a geulah sheleima for all of Klal Yisrael, bimheira
biyameinu.  
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What’s in a Name?
Ari Wieder

zeny xtq begins by telling us something we already know from
the end of ziy`xa xtq – the names of the l`xyi ipa and the fact
that they were in mixvn.  On a narrative level this repetition is
simply providing the context for the historical detail that we are
about to be told. But is there deeper significance to the fact that
the names of the l`xyi ipa are repeated as the Jewish people
begin the period of the first zelb they would experience as a
nation? The question is all the more relevant because, as the
l"xdn notes, the initial introduction of a concept serves as a
paradigm for that concept.  Thus, in this case, mixvn zelb serves
as the model for all future exiles. As such, lessons drawn from
that experience – including the conditions that led to the
redemption – are applicable to the final and ultimate zelb in
which we find ourselves and also hold the key to the final and
ultimate dle`b.

`"hily `xity dyn axd oe`bd cites a yxcn that provides a deeper
meaning.1  The yxcn explains that the name of each of the mihay
represented an aspect of mixvn zle`b. For example:

"inr ipr z` izi`x d`x" oae`x

"mzw`p z` miwl` rnyie" oerny

"dpqd jezn" mzxvl `ed jexa yecwd xagzpy my lr
"dxva ikep` enr" xn`py dn miiwl

iel

dn miwl (mid zfae mixvn zfa) mzcear xky mdl ozpy
"lecb yekxa e`vi ok ixg`e" xn`py

xkyyi

"ikp` oc ecari xy` iebd z` mbe" oc

l"fg often comment how a name tells us something about the
essential qualities of a person.  Thus, the first lesson we can take

1.   .d oniq ` dyxt dax zeny yxcn oiir
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away from this yxcn is that even before the l`xyi ipa went into
the first exile, a strong confidence and belief were embedded in
their very essence and identity inherent in the names they were
given by epia` awri. The l`xyi ipa believed with confidence that
they would one day emerge from years of oppression and
suffering to experience and witness the fulfillment of the promise
that was given to epia` mdxa` hundreds of years earlier at the zixa
mixzad oia.2 

This message helps explain one of the introductory passages of
mixvn z`ivi xetiq that we read at the xcq.  In explaining the
verse: "axe mevr lecb iebl my idie" the author of the dcbd explains
that the Jews remained distinct from the Egyptians mipiievn eidy")
("my.  The yxcn explains that one of the ways in which they
maintained this distinction was that they did not change their
names ("mny z` epiy `ly").  With the first yxcn in mind, we now
can understand the significance of maintaining the ipa zeny"
"l`xyi – both in Egypt and today.  The "l`xyi ipa zeny" carry in
them the message of hope and faith that enabled us to survive the
darkness of mixvn and that carried us through subsequent exiles.
This message continues to carry and propel us to the ultimate
dle`b, when we will merit to see the realization and promise of
the redemption alluded to in the name of  sqei: 

 . . . enr x`y z` zepwl eci zipy 'd siqei `edd meia dide"
."mixvn ux`n ezlr meia l`xyil dzid xy`k 

2.    This idea is also developed by l"vf wexc ikcxn ax. See lr ikcxn yxc
dl-bl zeny xtq.
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The Significance of Names
Rabbi Elchanan Dulitz

Parshat Shemot begins, "dnixvn mi`ad l`xyi ipa zFny dl`e" -
“These are the names of the people of Israel who came to Egypt.”
The Baal Haturim notes that the first letters of this verse spell out
diay- imprisonment. Even when the Jews were imprisoned in
exile, they stood out. They maintained their identity by keeping
their Jewish names, language, and dress. The yxcn in Bamidbar
Raba 20:21asks with what zEkf were Bnei Yisroel saved? The
yxcn answers that Bnei Yisroel did not change their names,
clothes and language and therefore Hashem redeemed them from
Mitzraim. 

If it is correct that keeping Jewish names is so important, then
how can we, as Jews, give non-Jewish names to our children?
Moreover, the Jewish months are addressed in the Torah as
numbers. For example, the Jews were taken out of Egypt on the
15th day of the first month. Yet, the gemara asks why we call the
months Nissan, Sivan, etc.? These are named after the
Babylonian gods! The gemara answers that this was done to
show that the kingdom of Bavel, and all the other subsequent
world powers have disappeared. Yet Bnei Yisroel endure, a true
tribute to the King of all Kings illustrating that we are the chosen
people. However, if keeping Jewish names is paramount and was
the key factor that enabled us to be saved from the Egyptian
slavery, then how could we change the names of the months?
Isn’t this a major transgression? Furthermore, many Amoraim
and Rishonim had secular names, yet we do not see this issue
ever addressed, why? 

The Maharam Shik in his teshuva addresses this issue and
concludes that one is not allowed to give non-Jewish names to
his children. He proves this from zFtqFz in Maseches Gitten. The
Rabbeinu Tam was asked the following question: In a hb one is
required to put in the names of the parties including all
nicknames; if a person has a non-Jewish name should it be
included as well? zFtqFz conclude that one is not allowed to add
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non-Jewish names to the hb. They state that the hb is a holy
document and is not the place for a non-Jewish name. 

R’ Moshe Feinstien1 was asked this same question and in his
teshuva he disagrees with the position of the Maharam Shik. He
states that many Amoraim and Rishonim had secular names. In
fact, the gemara records the famous meeting between Alexander
the Great and the Kohen Gadol. The Gemara says that as a result
of the meeting, all babies born during that time period were given
the name Alexander. If there is an issur - a prohibition -
associated with secular names, the whole population would not
have done it. He concludes that one is allowed to give a child a
non-Jewish name. He then addresses the zFtqFz by saying that
the case zFtqFz refer to is unique. In the case dealt with by
zFtqFz, the husband had left Judaism and had secularized
himself. As such, the question was should we put the secular
name in the hb similar to other nicknames as required by
Halacha. In that case, zFtqFz say no. However, to give a
non-Jewish name in America or other foreign countries for a
birth certificate or for business is absolutely fine. 

What about the yxcn we quoted earlier that says Bnei Yisroel
were redeemed because of Jewish names? This seems to indicate
that there must be some problem with non-Jewish names! R
Moshe answers that before Matan Torah the only way to
associate with Jews and Judaism was with clothes, names and
language. At that time, these ideas were the basis of Yahadus and
each person’s connection to Yahadus. When the Jews maintained
these three identifiers, Hashem saved them.  After Matan Torah,
Torah becomes the nucleus of Judaism. Today, names are not as
important and we can still identify as being Jewish without a
Jewish name. The Torah itself connects all Jews. Thus, giving a
secular name is not as significant an issue any more.  

Although most poskim allow us to give our children secular
names, when naming our children Chazal tell us that as parents
we are imbued with one-sixtieth of prophecy while choosing a

1. Even HaEzer 3:35 and Orach Chaim 4:66
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name (Sefer Ta'amei HaMinhagim 629). Moreover, the yxcn
Tanchuma in Ha’azinu astoundingly comments on the verse, xFkf
mlFr zFni - that mc` wFcai mlFrl- a person should be careful to
select a name that identifies his child with a tzaddik because
sometimes the name itself can influence the child positively or
negatively. 

In our society we sometimes argue about which side of the
family to name our child for, but we should be careful not to miss
the true message of a name. A name is not a simple matter. Not
only should we select names that the children will live up to, but
we should also think twice about what we call our children after
the naming.

With this, may we be zoche to see the next great redemption
speedily in our days.
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Heart of Stone
Rabbi Asher Teigman

In Parshas Va’era, perek 9 passuk 14, when introducing the  dMn
of cxa Hashem commands Moshe to say to Paraoh, “For this time
I shall send all My plagues against your heart, and upon your
servants, and your people, so that you shall know that there is
none like Me in all the world.” Rashi comments that the reason
Hashem says “all My plagues” is to teach us that zFxFka zMn was
equivalent to all the other zFMn combined.  Many meforshim
struggle to understand why Rashi attributes the reference in this
passuk to zFxFka zMn when it appears in the context of the dMn of
cxA. Consequently, many try to explain that Rashi doesn’t really
mean zFxFka zMn or they just outright disagree. What is also
puzzling is the phrase “against your heart.” Another reference to
heart in the context of cxA appears in passuk 21, as it says, “And
whoever did not take the word of Hashem to heart…” Why the
reference to the heart?

In the Haggadah we read that R. Yehudah employed a mnemonic
device to remember the zFMn: a"g`a y"cr j"vc. Many meforshim
explain that there is much significance to the grouping that R.
Yehudah devised. The Ritva explains that Paraoh denied three
aspects of Hashem. Paraoh denied Hashem’s existence, he denied
his hashgacha in this world and he denied the concept of
prophecy. The three sets of zFMn that R. Yehudah laid out were
meant to teach Paraoh the three truths that he denied,
respectively. What emerges is that the last set of zFMn, beginning
with cxA and culminating with zFxFka zMn, together are meant to
teach Paraoh the truth of prophecy. The essence of prophecy is
that not only does Hashem have the ability to be involved in our
daily life but that He wants to communicate with us and form a
personal connection. Hashem cares about our spiritual and
physical well-being. To believe in prophecy, one must first
believe in the existence of Hashem and His hashgacha in this
world.
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On a related note, the Torah teaches us that Hashem “hardened”
Paraoh’s heart, which prevented him from freeing the Jewish
people. In fact, the first time that the Torah says that Hashem
hardened Paraoh’s heart is immediately before the dMn of cxA.
Prior to that point, after each dMn, the Torah says that Paraoh
hardened his own heart. Many meforshim ask how Hashem could
have taken away Paraoh’s free will. The m"anx explains that there
are times that someone has sinned to such a great extent that
Hashem takes away his ability to do teshuvah. Such was the case
with Paraoh. The ield zia takes a different approach and explains
that what the Torah means is not that Hashem “hardened” his
heart but rather “strengthened” Paraoh’s heart so that his heart
dominated his decision process. Paraoh really had no desire to
free the Jews and in order to prevent his heart from being swayed
by the effects of the zFMn, Hashem strengthened his heart.
Therefore, whereas logic would dictate that Paraoh should
release the Jewish people, his heart was telling him otherwise.

Now we can understand why Rashi references zFxFka zMn at the
start of the dMn of cxA and the references to the heart. The last set
of zFMn, beginning with cxA and culminating with zFxFka zMn,
was meant to teach Paraoh and the Egyptians that Hashem knows
what lies in the heart of each individual. Furthermore, not only
does Hashem exist and not only is He involved in the world, but
He also has a desire to reside in the heart of each man. Perhaps
then, when Rashi says that zFxFka zMn was equal to all the other
zFMn, what he meant is not necessarily that the devastation of zMn
zFxFka was equivalent to all the other zFMn combined, but rather
that the lesson of zFxFka zMn was dependent upon the culmination
of the lessons of each of the other zFMn.

Chag Sameach
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Avoiding the Spiritual Roller Coaster
Dr. Avraham Lynn

Chazal tell us that sEq mi zrixw in Parshas Beshalach is one of the
highest points in Jewish history.  In fact, Rashi comments on the
pasuk  (15:2), “ilw df” (“This is my G-D”) that the most common
maidservant had navua higher than the prophets.  This is all
wonderful until we consider that a mere three days later, the
people complained to Moshe about not having water to drink at
Marah.  Hashem quenched their thirst right away.  Immediately
after, when Bnai Yisroel arrived at midbar-Sin, the bread they
had from Mitzrayim had been consumed and none was left. The
entire people disrespectfully complained to Moshe and Hashem
about not having food to eat, and how they regretted having been
taken out of Mitzrayim.  Rather than being angered by their
insolence and accusation that Hashem intended to kill Bnai
Yisroel in the desert by famine, He responded by giving the
people manna.  In Rephidim, not long afterwards, Bnai Yisroel
complained about being thirsty, and accused Hashem of wanting
to kill them in the xacn.  Although Moshe was quite upset with
the people, Hashem lovingly and patiently told Moshe to strike
the rock with his staff to bring forth water for Bnai Yisroel. 

After reaching the pinnacle of prophecy and closeness to
Hashem, the Torah gives three examples in rapid succession
where Bnai Yisroel exhibit a “short-term memory” exuding a
“what have you done for me lately?!” attitude.  After all these
blatant, open miracles, the people questioned: “Is Hashem in our
midst or not?”(17:7), which became the cue for Amalek to strike.
Rashi explains the incidents at Rephidim (including Bnai
Yisroel’s need for water, their lack of bitachon and the attack by
Amalek) with a mashal; a man put his son on his shoulders and
went on a trip.  The son requested three times for his father to
give him objects, and his father complied.  Then they
encountered a man, and the son asked the stranger if he had seen
his father!  The father, feeling hurt, angry and rejected, put the
boy down, and he was subsequently bitten by a dog.  Obviously,
in the mashal, the father is Hashem, the boy is Bnai Yisroel and
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the dog is Amalek.  Another famous example in the Chumash
where there is a rapid, dramatic shift from spiritual high to
devastating low is Mattan Torah followed by Chait haEigel.
How do we make sense of this?  How do we apply these
incidents/lessons in the Torah to our own lives?  How do we
avoid this apparently inevitable “roller coaster” pattern?

When our physical needs are met on a consistent basis, we tend
to forget about Hashem.  We attribute the abundance that we
have to our own efforts, acumen, timing, and/or luck.  Like the
boy in Rashi’s mashal, we forget that Hashem is “carrying” us
the whole time.  When we are “bitten by the dog”, it is difficult to
see that it is Hashem’s loving “wake-up call” to bring us back
into alignment and relationship with Him.  It is very difficult to
perceive the “bite” as loving, because it hurts! 

Since “preventative medicine is the best medicine,” I believe
there are two related concepts that help us avoid the kind of
spiritual roller coaster illustrated in the Torah; gratitude and
mindfulness.  Gratitude involves the recognition that when we
are “riding high,” it is the result of Hashem’s GIFT to us, and not
the result of our own efforts or luck.  In Parshas Miketz
(41:14-16), Paro summons Yosef from the dungeon and informs
Yosef that he has a reputation as a great dream interpreter.  Yosef
responds with “biladai”; it is NOT ME, but Hashem that
interprets dreams.  We can incorporate this attitude into our own
lives fairly easily.  When we witness something positive in our
lives, whether great or small, say “Thank you, Hashem!”  The
tricky part is when events occur that can be viewed as a result of
our efforts such as doing well on a test, having insights in
learning, winning a legal court case, etc.  We should recognize
WHO put those brilliant ideas into our heads!

When things are not going the way we would like, we tend to
become depressed (dwelling on the past) or become anxious
(fearing the future).  In these cases, a dose of gratitude as well as
mindfulness are in order, respectively. Although depression
influences us to see the world as “half empty,” if we condition
ourselves to count the blessings in our lives (practice gratitude),
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it will be that much easier to do when the “dog bites.”  As for
anxiety, one of the best methods we can employ is practicing
mindfulness.  Mindfulness is not esoteric meditation; rather, it is
simply being aware of what is happening right now.  Often, our
minds are racing 100 mph, and we are not aware of the moment.
A good place to start is noticing your breathing, which is
available to you every moment.  You can focus on the sensation
of air in your nostrils, or the process of expanding and
contracting in your abdominal cavity.  It is amazing how
practicing mindfulness fifteen minutes per day can have a
powerful cumulative effect on one’s baseline level of stress.
Once we build up a reservoir of positivity via gratitude and
mindfulness, we are more equipped to cope with life’s struggles
and disappointments.  Furthermore, with consistent mindfulness
as well as an “attitude of gratitude,” I believe we can achieve our
tafkid, which is true freedom.
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Sometimes the Journey Itself is the Goal
Elie Konigsberg

Many of the mitzvot we are commanded to perform contain a
reference to mixvn z`ivi. There are those mitzvot where the
connection seems obvious and appropriate; the mitzvot
performed on or for Pesach, the chag of Shavuot and the
parameters of how to treat an car and a xb all have logical
connections to mixvn z`ivi  or our national experiences as a
subservient people.  However, there are certain mitzvot where the
connection seems stretched at best.   When talking about the
mitzvot of Shabbat, the chag of Sukkot, or oilitz to name a few,
the Torah makes mention that they are a mixvn z`ivil xkf
although it is hard to discern why this is so.

Furthermore and perhaps even more fundamentally, why is it that
we continuously commemorate and make mention throughout
our tefilot and praise of Hashem, the fact that He took us out of
Egypt?  After all, it would seem from the pesukim describing the
mixzad oa zixa, that mixvn zelb was already pre-determined by
Hashem.  He made a promise to Avraham that there would be a
redemption; one where his children will receive great wealth and
the oppressor nation will be duly punished, but the fact remains
that Hashem had determined that part of the zixa contain an exile
experience.  Are we thanking and praising Hashem for keeping
His word?  Simply put, if He was the One who decided we would
be exiled and eventually we would also be redeemed, if He kept
the first part of the condition, wouldn’t we expect Him to honor
the second?  What therefore is so praiseworthy and why are so
many mitzvot a remembrance of honoring a promise? 

The question is magnified by the Ramban’s interpretation that
 mixvn z`ivi was a punishment for Avraham not having enough
trust in Hashem that He would protect him in mixvn .  By leaving
l`xyi ux` during the famine to go to Egypt and creating the
illusion that Sarah was his sister, Avraham demonstrated a lack
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of faith in Hashem, and as such he was punished and his children
were destined to suffer in mixvn zelb. 

:i weqt ai wxt ziy`xa o"anx
leykna zwcvd ezy` `iady dbbya lecb `hg `hg epia` mdxa` ik rce
z`e ezy` z`e eze` liviy mya gehal el dide ,edebxdi ot ecgt iptn oer
deehvpy ,ux`d on ez`ivi mb .livdle xefrl gk miwl`a yi ik ,el xy` lk
lre .zenn epcti arxa miwl`d ik ,`hg xy` oer ,arxd iptn ,dligza dilr
htynd mewna .drxt cia mixvn ux`a zelbd erxf lr xfbp dfd dyrnd

.`hgde ryxd dny

The other 4 zeielb according to Ramban, were contingent on the
actions of l`xyi llk. Had we not sinned as a nation, those exiles
would not have occurred.  However  mixvn zelb had already been
decreed.

 :ai weqt eh wxt ziy`xa o"anx
l`xyi ly mdipir dkiygdy ,icn ef dkyg .laa ef dni` (fi cn x"a) exn`
oiprd dide .mec` ef eilr zltep ,qkeihp` zekln ef dlecb ,ziprzae meva
mler zfg`l erxfl ux`d zzl zixa enr zxk d"awdyk ik ,mdxa`l dfd
dfe ,mvx`a elynie eipaa ecarzyi zeilb rax`y ,ezpzna xiiynk el xn`
,dlgz elbiy zxg` zelb xe`aa ericed ok ixg`e .eiptl e`hgi m` zpn lra

.(i ai lirl) izyxit xy`k ea yprp xaky ,mixvn zelb `edy

If that is the case, the question becomes even stronger; as
opposed to the other 4 zeielb  where we can praise and thank
Hashem for bearing and forgiving our shortcomings and bringing
an end to our suffering, we could not have avoided  mixvn zelb?
Why such an emphasis on  d`cede gay for  a redemption that was
entwined in the promise of an exile we could not have avoided?

I believe the answer may lie in refining our interpretation and
understanding of the words “mixvn z`ivi.”  As mentioned above,
there are mitzvot which remind us of the actual ceairy. Then
there are mitzvot that are connected to the dle`b, i.e. our birth as
a free nation.  However, I believe there is another category;
mitzvot which remind us of the actual process of redemption.
The zekn and all they entailed were transforming experiences
from the perspective of the Jewish slaves, and it is these
experiences that we commemorate and continuously make
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mention of in our tefilot and gay to Hashem.  Each dkn was
brought to illuminate an attribute of Hashem or highlight in some
manner how He operates and controls this world.  The pesukim
themselves highlight this notion and the Ramban goes to great
lengths to elucidate what each dkn was trying to achieve.

It is this knowledge of Hashem’s hand in the affairs of this world
and the understanding we gained as a people of the centrality of
dgbyd that we remember through our performance of the mitzvot.
Take Shabbat for example.  Shabbat commemorates that Hashem
created the world in six days and rested on the seventh.
However, the redemption process confirms that not only is
Hashem the Creator, but He is also continuously involved in the
affairs of this world.  That understanding enhances our
appreciation for Hashem as Creator and by extension Shabbat.
Therefore, our observance of Shabbat is not just a dyrnl oexkf
ziy`xa, but also a mixvn z`ivil xkf. 

Shavuot too is a testament to the fact that the dle`b process
shaped our thinking.  All nations of the world heard about  zrixw
sem mi.  Yet, when approached by Hashem to accept the Torah,
the Midrash explains how each nation declined.  Only l`xyi llk
accepted without even considering what the Torah contained.  All
the nations of the world did not gain any appreciation into the
relationship Hashem has with this world and they were therefore
able to find excuses to reject zeevn ler. Only l`xyi llk
internalized the messages of the zekn and sem mi zrixw .  It
therefore didn’t matter at all what was actually written in the
Torah, all we needed to know was that it was the word of
Hashem. 

Sukkot is yet another example of a mitzvah that highlights the
sensitivity we gained as a people through the dle`b process.  We
recognize and commemorate the protection Hashem gave us from
the natural elements.  Only one who is sensitized to  dgbyd can
see and acknowledge all the good we receive from Hashem;
whether it is by natural means (actual huts) or supernaturally
(mippr).
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In explaining the mitzvah of oilitz, the jepigd xtq elucidates this
point.

 :akz devn jepigd xtq
el`a yiy itl ,dxez ly dizeiyxt x`yan xzei el` zeiyxt rax`a oiprde

 ,myd zecg`e miny zekln zlawzpen` gixkn `edy mixvn z`ivi oipre
mipezgza myd zgbyde mlerd yecig .zicedi zc zeceqi md dl`e ,

“The reason the 4 specific  zeiyxt were chosen is because they
contain the concepts of accepting the Kingdom of Hashem, the
oneness of Hashem, and the topic of the redemption from
Egypt which compels a belief in the creation of the world as a
new entitiy and the watchful care and regulation of the lower
realm by Hashem and these are the foundations of the Jewish
religion.”

I believe you’ll find with any mitzvah connected to the  mixvn
experience that this connection can fall into at least one of three
categories:  1) the actual servitude, 2) the end result of being a
free nation, or 3) those that connect to the process of dle`b and
the knowledge and understanding gained from that
transformative experience. 

I believe this also lends insight into a perplexing statement
proclaimed by the dcbd lra. We recite during the xcq `l eli`e"
epipa ipae epipae ep` ixd mixvnn epizea` z` `ed jexa yecwd `ived
."mixvna drxtl epiid micareyn  Do we wholeheartedly believe that
had Hashem not redeemed us we would still be a slave nation?
Although the possibility does exist, it is hard to fathom that at
some point during the course of history we would not have
gained our freedom. However, even if we wouldn’t actually be
slaves, our sense of gratitude would be directed to the Pharaoh
who eventually granted us freedom. More importantly, we would
have no sense of appreciation of Hashem’s  dgbyd.  As a result, it
would be hard to believe we would observe any mitzvot and
submit our will to Hashem.  It is because we experienced the
redemption process that we are able to live an ennobled life as
servants of Hashem and that is what we thank and praise Hashem
for.
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Through our observance of the mitzvot and our expressions of
d`cede gay we are not commemorating a promise kept, rather we
commemorate the process and method with which Hashem chose
to redeem us.  The   mixzad oa  zixa only guaranteed freedom
from years of slavery.  There was no promise of a miraculous
dle`b which would eternally instill within the Jewish people a
deep-seated appreciation for dgbyd in this world.  This is the true
simcha and sense of gratitude we express when recounting the
story of our redemption.
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Imagining Life Without Yetziat Mitzraim
Seth Lebowitz

Our redemption from Egyptian slavery and our remembrance of
this redemption combine to produce a powerful force that shapes
our consciousness.  The Ramban explains that since God does
not do open miracles at all times and places, He performed
astounding miracles during the Exodus, demonstrating that God
is there, cares, and is in control.  A significant part of our
regimen of mitzvot is dedicated to remembering the Exodus in
some way, in order to maintain the memory of this demonstration
for all future generations.   After learning of the Exodus as
children, we never let it out of our minds, focusing on it to
varying degrees daily, weekly, seasonally and yearly.  Although
the impact of the Exodus on the way we look at the world is
required by the Torah and is an integral part of our daily lives, it
might add a dimension to our religious consciousness to imagine
life without the Exodus.

At the beginning of Parshat Va'era,  God informs Moshe that
Avraham, Yitzchak and Ya'akov knew Him by one name (El
Shadai) but not by another (Hashem).  God states that He will
rescue Bnei Yisrael from their Egyptian slavery, using the
famous four expressions of redemption.  As a result of this
process, God tells Moshe, you (i.e., all of Bnei Yisrael) will
know that "I am Hashem" (i.e., the name by which the Avot did
not know God).  The Ramban  explains that the knowledge of
names of God here refers not just to recognition of words, but
rather to ways that human beings perceive God.  The name "El
Shadai," which the Avot knew, means God working in a hidden
fashion, controlling nature in a way that does not involve open
miracles (God saving Ya'akov's family from famine by having
Yosef be the viceroy of Egypt is an excellent example of this
name).  The name "Hashem," which the Avot did not know, but
which Bnei Yisrael were to learn through their redemption from
Egypt, means God controlling nature in an open and obvious
fashion (the ten plagues and the splitting of the sea are excellent
examples of this name).
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The Avot lived before our enslavement in and redemption from
Egypt, and therefore this memory did not shape their worldview.
They did not experience God the way we are commanded to, as
the open and obvious Miracle Worker of the Exodus. Instead,
they perceived God's presence in the world around them, whether
through appreciation of the physical world, understanding of
life's meaning, or some kind of spiritual sixth sense (or a
combination).

We cannot perceive God in the same way that the Avot did, and
not only because of the gap between these spiritual giants and the
people living today.  Even if one imagines such a spiritual giant
in our generation, he or she would be unable to perceive God the
way the Avot did precisely because of our consciousness of the
Exodus.  The Exodus, and everything else we have been taught
about God, dominates our outlook, and it is impossible to wake
up with the dawn in one's tent, or look up at a starry night sky, or
sit in quiet contemplation while tending one's flocks, and notice
spontaneously God's presence.  To be sure, we do, and should
continue to, notice God in the world around us,  but we do so
with prior knowledge.

Our national knowledge of God that started with our redemption
from Egypt and continues on an individual level whenever we
remember the redemption is permanent.  We cannot, and may
not, erase that memory in quest of some personal, natural
understanding of God.  Thinking of God inescapably includes
knowledge of the Exodus.  But we can keep in mind that the Avot
once had a very different consciousness.  In a time before the
Exodus, our great forbears perceived God without the benefit of
open miracles.  In addition to increasing our appreciation for our
ancestors, keeping this in mind will remind us that although we
perceive God through the lens of our national memory, He is and
always has been there independent of such memories, ready to be
found by those who know where and how to look.
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Where was Krias Yam Suf? Where is Har Sinai?
Uri Jacobs

Biblical Archeology presents us with many unanswered
questions, including some of the largest ones like the location of
sEq mi zrixw and ipiq xd. This article offers several opinions on
these locations, as well as some of the pros and cons of each
point of view.

A few introductory questions:

Is the Yam Suf the Red Sea or the Sea of Reeds?
Is ipiq xd in the Sinai Peninsula? Is ipiq xacn in the Sinai
Peninsula?
If Moshe saw the Burning Bush on axFg xd/ipiq xd while
chasing a sheep near Midyan, how can ipiq xd be located in
the Sinai Peninsula?

Background
Before answering some of these questions, a brief geographical
review is needed to orient ourselves to the areas we will be
discussing which will help us for the rest of this article.

•
•

•
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A.

B.

As you can see from the above map (map A), the Red Sea splits
the continents of Africa and Asia. As the Red Sea moves north
approaching what is currently called the Sinai Peninsula (map A),
it splits. To the east it becomes the Gulf of Aqaba leading up to
current Eilat and Israel/Jordan. To the West, it becomes the Gulf
of Suez leading all the way through to the Suez Canal and the
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Mediterranean Sea.  The Gulf of Suez separates Egypt proper
from the Sinai Peninsula. Before the Suez Canal (a man-made
waterway to connect the Red Sea to the Mediterranean) was
built, one was able to cross on dry land between Egypt proper
and the Peninsula. 

As far as I know, no one is suggesting that sEq mi zrixw happened
across the main part of the Red Sea, especially since l`xyi ipa
were living in Goshen, the furthermost North and most fertile
area of Egypt, which was right off of the Mediterranean. This
leaves us with two other possible tributaries that might also be
called the Red Sea (i.e., the Gulf of Aqaba and the Gulf of Suez).

The Traditional View
For the last 2,000 years, the traditional view was that sEq mi zrixw
occurred somewhere between Egypt proper and the Sinai
Peninsula (which was controlled by Egypt prior to the Roman
Empire). Possible options for the specific area they crossed
include (see map below for locations):

somewhere along the upper Gulf of Suez (see #1 below); 
further North on one of the lakes or smaller bodies of water
like the Bitter Lakes (#2); or
Lake Timsah (#3);
There are even theories that l`xyi ipa crossed further north by
Lake Sirbonis (#4) in a kind of U-turn. 

One of the main issues and difficulties that we have is that most
of the places that the Torah mentions where l`xyi ipa travelled,
we are unable to positively identify today.

a)
b)

c)
d)
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3 4

1

From this crossing, l`xyi ipa presumably proceeded south along
the coast of the Sinai Peninsula and the Gulf of Suez (Red Sea),
to what is currently Mount Musa (Mountain of Moses) or Saint
Catherine’s Monastery. This is located in the Southern Sinai
Peninsula where l`xyi ipa wandered for 40 years before entering
Eretz Canaan. (See map below.)
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Issues with the Traditional View:

Where is ipiq xacn? 
How do we know that the Sinai Desert is the area
between the two gulfs?  The Torah mentions that the
Torah was given in ipiq xacn, but it doesn’t tell us where
ipiq xacn is?
The Torah uses many names to describe this area -
midbar yam suf, midbar ad yam suf and midbar eretz
mizrayim – but never ipiq xacn.

So how did the current Sinai Peninsula – or Sinai desert – get its
name?

Historians claim that nearly 1,700 years ago the
traditional Mount Sinai (Jebel Musa) was "found" by the
Roman Emperor Constantine's "psychic" mother,
Empress Helena, in the year 330 CE, who chose the site
for a church. Helena went around the Holy Land pointing
out various sites as the "authentic" biblical sites, such as

•

•
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the birthplace of Jesus, the Church of the Holy Sepulcher
(which was a pagan temple during her time), and ipiq xd.  

According to tradition, the church was built at the place
where the local monks pointed out what they believed
was the Burning Bush (since the Burning Bush was also
at ipiq xd/axFg xd). Hence, the site was already well
known as Mount Sinai by that time. In or about 550 CE,
Emperor Justinian built a fortified monastery to replace
this church, which still stands today. Much later, the
monastery took on the name of Saint Catherine, with the
earliest mentions around 1244 CE. 

Because Queen Helena chose Jebel Musa in 330 CE as
Mount Sinai, all maps since have called it the Wilderness
of Sinai or the Sinai Peninsula. But no one seems to have
brought any archaeological evidence that that mountain
is actually ipiq xd.

Alternative Translations of the Word “Suf”
1. The Reed Sea

Many have suggested that the “sea” that was crossed was not the
Red Sea or any of its gulfs. This is based on a different
interpretation of the word “suf” to mean reeds or seaweed. While
it might work fine with the traditional route to say that they
crossed over one of the shallow bodies of water north of the Gulf
of Suez, it doesn’t fit well with shirat ha’yam. The shira talks
about mighty deep waters, drowning horses and chariots with
walls of water on both sides. Reeds or seaweed lakes are usually
not deep and don’t seem to fit this description.  

2. Yam Sof – End of the World Sea
There are some who claim that the word is actually Yam Sof –
meaning the sea at the end of the world. If so, these lakes or even
the Gulf of Suez would be too close to be the end of the world.

3. Other Times Yam Suf is Used
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The term yam suf is used a few times in Tanach, and it refers to
areas other than in the immediate vicinity of Egypt. For example,
in Melachim Aleph, 9:26, there is a reference to Shlomo
Hamelech building a fleet of ships at Yam Suf leading up to Ezion
Gever, which almost everyone agrees is right next to current day
Eilat.

Newer Discoveries
More recent archeological discoveries are raising questions about
the traditional view. Specifically, many archeologists are
claiming that the Red Sea body of water that l`xyi ipa walked
through was actually the Gulf of Aqaba, not the Gulf of Suez
(perhaps giving more credence to the term “Red Sea” since this
leads right to ancient Edom). And if that is the case, ipiq xd is
actually in what is today called Saudi Arabia and not in the Sinai
Peninsula.

Most archeologists who believe that ipiq xd is in current Saudi
Arabia agree which mountain it would be. However, there are
two main theories on where l`xyi ipa crossed this gulf.

Mount El-Lawz (The Mountain of the Laws)
In what is now Northwest Saudi Arabia, right under Jordan (see
map B on page 49), there is a mountain that seems to fit very
well with not only the description of ipiq xd, but some
archeological evidence as well.

1. Location, location, location – We know that when
Moshe fled from Egypt, he ended up in Midyan
tending to Yisro’s sheep. And on one occasion, a
sheep strayed and Moshe followed it and
encountered the Burning Bush on axFg xd/ipiq xd. It
is doubtful that Moshe would be chasing a sheep into
the Sinai Peninsula.

Another event that took place at ipiq xd was Moshe
hitting the rock and water gushing out to provide
water for all of l`xyi ipa. At Mount Lawz, there is a
rock 60 feet tall and 40 foot wide that is split almost to

2.
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the bottom. This rock has evidence of water erosion
and a water stream passing through it and down the
mountain.
There is a foundation at the foot of the mountain that
could support an altar for the Eigel Hazahav; on this
foundation there are twelve Egyptian style
petroglyphs of calves. An archaeologist from Riyadh
University became very excited when he saw these
calves, and pointed out that they were of Egyptian
style, and not to be found anywhere else in Saudi
Arabia.
The area below the mountain is large enough to hold
the two million people who left Egypt.

So if ipiq xd might be in Saudi Arabia, where did l`xyi ipa cross
it? There seem to be two main theories of routes l`xyi ipa took to
cross the Gulf of Aqaba (sEq mi):

1. By the Straits of Tiran (near the southern tip of the
Sinai Peninsula)

2. By Nuweiba Beach (two thirds of the way up the
Gulf of Aqaba)

Straits of Tiran Crossing Theory
· After crossing over dry land between Egypt proper and

Egyptian controlled Sinai Peninsula (where there were
guard stations over mining areas and Egyptian patrols),
l`xyi ipa headed south towards the bottom of the
peninsula hugging the coast of the Gulf of Suez until
reaching the bottom of the Peninsula.

· The Gulf of Aqaba is a very deep channel of water.
However, at the Straits of Tiran, there is a natural land
bridge where the deepest point the Israelites would
encounter is only 600 feet – which would make it easy
for l`xyi ipa to walk down and cross with all their
women, children and livestock.  

3.

4.
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· With this crossing, the places of Migdal, Eithan and Baal
Sefon would all be down here, rather than closer to
Goshen, only a few miles away.

· Upon crossing the Straits, they entered Midbar Shur,
Midbar Sin and ipiq xacn, all in Saudi Arabia/Midyan,
before heading to Mount Lawz. (See pictures below.) 

· If no archeological proof has been found of the
wanderings of 2 million people in the Sinai Peninsula,
perhaps they are looking in in the wrong desert.
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Arial view of the traditional ipiq xd in the “Midbar Miztrayim”
(Mount Musa) and Al-Lawz in Saudi Arabia, with the various
deserts around ipiq xd shown.

Nuweiba Beach Crossing Theory
One of the more “recent” theories that are around, and probably
the most controversial yet most interesting one, is that l`xyi ipa
crossed the Gulf of Aqaba closer towards Eilat than the Straits of
Tiran, at a place called Nuweiba Beach. This would require ipa
l`xyi to trek across the Sinai Peninsula (rather than southwards
like most historians claim), entering a narrow wadi for a few
miles, which then opened up to this beach, which was large
enough to hold the two million l`xyi ipa before they would cross.
This beach was surrounded by mountains on all sides with the
Gulf (Red Sea) on the fourth. On the other side, there is also a
(smaller) beach for l`xyi ipa to get organized before moving
forward into the desert.
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Some of the more amazing finds with this crossing include:

Chariot parts scattered across the sea bed of the Gulf. Artifacts
found include wheels, chariot bodies as well as human and
horse bones. And right by this presumed crossing, three
4-spoke gilded chariot wheels were found. (See picture on next
page.)

•
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Above (1st picture), photo taken of a gilded chariot wheel that
remains on the sea floor. The Torah said all the chariots of Egypt
and 600 choice chariots, or gold veneered models, were in the
army pursuing Bnai Yisrael.   Above (2nd picture), is a drawing
of a four spoke chariot found in an Egyptian tomb from the same
time period.  
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Above are chariot wheels fixed to axels standing at attention on
the seabed.

The full name of this beach from ancient maps is Nuwayba' al
Muzayyinah  - which means "Waters of Moses Opening."
As mentioned earlier, the Gulf of Aqaba is very deep; in
places, over a mile deep. Even with the sea dried-up, walking
across would be difficult due to the steep grade down the sides.
But there is one spot where, if the water was removed, it would
be an easy descent for people and animals. This is the line
between Nuweiba and the opposite shore in Saudi Arabia. 
This might confirm what it says in Yishayahu “a way in the
sea, and a path in the mighty waters.”

One of the arguments against a Gulf of Aqaba crossing is that
crossing the Sinai Peninsula is a long trip to make in less than 6
days, and according to the Torah, l`xyi ipa crossed the sEq mi on
the seventh (and even turned back a bit after the third day).
However, one can argue, that if Hashem can split the sea, he can
surely carry the two million plus Jews “al kanfei nisharim” and
make their journey faster.

In Conclusion
We may never know exactly where sEq mi zrixw and ipiq xd were,
but knowing the various theories and delving into the many
possibilities is definitely intriguing. I welcome your comments
and theories.

•

•

•
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 zExg - Lessons from HaLachma Anya, 
Arba Kosot and Sefirat HaOmer

David Felman

...lekiie izii oitkc lM – Whoever is hungry, let him come and eat...

There is a strange formulation in the dcbd. We begin the section
of cibn with the following: 

“This is the bread of affliction that our fathers ate in the
land of Egypt. Whoever is hungry, let him come and eat,
whoever is in need let him come and join in celebrating
the Pesach festival…” 

Many mefarshim have noted that it appears strange to invite
guests at this point when we are already sitting down at the xcq.
Surely our invitations should have been made prior to the xcq. 

During my year in Yeshiva, I had the opportunity to spend
Pesach with my aunt and uncle in Har Nof. My other aunt and
uncle from Melbourne, Australia were also in Israel at the time.
Just prior to Pesach, my aunt in Har Nof received a call from a
friend whose nephew was also studying in Yeshiva in Eretz
Yisrael. My aunt’s friend had heard that we were to be making a
second xcq and wondered if her nephew could join us. 

Having davened Maariv, we returned to the apartment to begin
the xcq. We waited and waited. However, our new guest never
arrived. 

The next day, my aunt called her friend. My aunt’s friend
thanked us for the beautiful xcq and our hospitality. My aunt
replied that in fact the nephew had never arrived. Eventually,
they worked out that this Yeshiva Bachur had literally gone to 62
Chai Taib, instead of 66 Chai Taib, knocked on the door,
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announced that he was there for the xcq and proceeded to have a
wonderful meal. 

I think this is the pshat in “Whoever is hungry, let him come and
eat.” 

The Rav suggests that we begin the xcq with an invitation to
guests to demonstrate that whereas a slave cannot issue an invite,
for whatever he acquires belongs to his master, as free people we
are able to engage in hachnasat orchim. Our invitation is an
expression of zExg, freedom. 

zFqFM rax`
Tosafot in Pesachim 99B rule that only the person leading the
xcq has to drink the zFqFM rax`. According to their approach,
there is no obligation for each and every person at the xcq to
drink zFqFM rax`.
  
It is apparent that Tosafot view the mitzva of zFqFM rax` as one
of recitation over a cup (“amira al hakos”) rather than as a
mitzva fulfilled by a physical act of drinking. I would like to
suggest that Tosafot's basic assumption may be that the mitzva of
zFqFM rax` is comparable to kiddush. As is well known, kiddush
is not a mitzva of drinking, but rather of recitation - i.e., to say
kiddush over a cup. This is evident from the fact that one person
can recite it for everyone else present under the principle of rnFy
dpFrM. 

In contrast to Tosafot, the m"anx seems to understand that the
mitzva is characterized by actual drinking. This is evident from
the m"anx's formulation in Hilchot Chametz U’matza where he
writes that: "Each person must drink four cups on this night." 

While the m"anx concedes that for kiddush, one person can recite
for everyone else present, it appears that the m"anx believed that
zFqFM rax` cannot be equated with kiddush. In the m"anx’s view,
kiddush is a recitation; zFqFM rax` is a mitzva of drinking.
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Nevertheless, it seems difficult to deny the component of
recitation as well. The m"anx himself specifically records the
exact El` zFevn ziiyr xcq - the order of performing these mitzvot,  
going into detail not only with respect to when one should drink
each cup, but also when one should pour each cup. If the mitzvah
of zFqFM rax` is only a mitzva of drinking, why should we care
when you pour the four cups?

Another indication that the m"anx recognizes a recitative aspect to
the four cups can be found in a curious halakha. The m"anx has a
unique version of the text of the gemara in Pesachim 108B. The
m"anx’s version states:

“If one drank concentrated wine, he has discharged his
duty of zFqFM rax`, but not his duty of zExg. If he drank
them one after the other, he has discharged his duty of
zExg, but not his duty of zFqFM rax`.”

For the m"anx, the concepts of zExg and zFqFM rax` seem to be
two independent aspects of the mitzva. The Rav suggested that
there may actually be two halachot in the four cups of wine. 

The first is a halacha of drinking and this reflects the duty of
zExg which requires every person to drink. To feel zExg one must
actually drink the wine. He cannot accomplish the feeling of zExg
by having someone drink on his behalf. Similarly, if one drinks
concentrated wine in the proper order, although he fulfils rax`
zFqFM, he does not fulfil zExg, since he did not drink them in the
manner of freedom. 

The m"anx, however, recognizes a second halacha of amira al
ha-kos - retelling the story of the exodus. According to the m"anx,
if one drinks the zFqFM one after the other, although he has
fulfilled the drinking aspect, he has not fulfilled zFqFM rax`,
namely qFMd lr mixvn z`ivi xERiq zxin`.
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Sefirat Haomer
Like both our invitation at the start of the xcq and the zFqFM rax`,
the mitzvah of sefirat haomer also has a zExg element to it. 

The Gemara in Menachot, commenting on the words mkl mzxtqE
- you shall count for yourselves, declares cg` lkl dxitq didzy
cg`e - that the mitzvah of xnFrd zxitq devolves upon each
individual. Some poskim take this a step further and disqualify
the use of dpFrM rnFy as a mechanism with which to accomplish
this mitzvah. Why is this the case?   

The Rav, in “Sacred and Profane” describes how there are some
people who live in quantitative time, dead time. They measure
time by the clock and by the calendar. The man, however, who
lives in qualitative time measures it not by length, but by pure
quality, creativity and accomplishment. 

The individual who measures time in purely quantitative terms is
essentially passive. His prototype is the slave. The Rav argues
that time consciousness is a prerequisite to zExg. 

The Rav explained the function of xnFrd zxitq as follows:
“When the Jews were delivered from the Egyptian
oppression and Moses rose to undertake the almost
impossible task of metamorphosing a tribe of slaves into
a nation of priests, he was told by G-d, that the path
leading from the holiday of Pesach to Shavuot, from
initial liberation to consummate freedom, leads through
the medium of time. The commandment of sefira was
entrusted to the Jew: the wondrous test of counting
forty-nine successive days was put to him.”

According to the Rav, xnFrd zxitq affects an important
psychological and religious transformation. It is an essential
period of transition between our prior slave mentality and the
time-conscious mindset of true zExg. 
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In short, I believe it is for this reason that some poskim disqualify
dpFrM rnFy in the counting of xnFrd zxitq. Similar to zFqFM rax`
where each person must drink, a sense of zExg can only be
developed if each and every person performs his own counting. 

May we be zoche to develop a true sense of zExg through our
drinking of zFqFM rax` and counting of xnFrd zxitq.    
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Do we really need to drink wine 
on an empty stomach at the xcq?1

Yossi Kra

At our xcq last year, one of the attendees was not able to drink
wine for the first two cups. In accordance with the first mishna in
Arvei Pesachim (99b), he had not eaten the afternoon of Erev
Pesach, and therefore, had an empty stomach by the time of the
xcq. This individual becomes ill when drinking wine on an
empty stomach and was planning to use grape juice. After eating
matzah, marror and the meal, he was planning to use wine for the
last two cups.

The Shulchan Aruch records that it is important to use wine for
the four cups, even if  it causes him to become (mildly) ill or he
hates it (O.C. 472:10). Rabbi Moshe Feinstein and others rule
that on Pesach night, we are required to use wine with alcohol as
opposed to grape juice.2  Nonetheless, the xcq attendee felt
incapable of satisfying this requirement and was resigned to
using grape juice for the first two cups. Was there a better
alternative?

1. Disclaimer: This article discusses a practical situation to help
illustrate several concepts. This article should not be relied upon for
halachic guidance. Any personal circumstances should be discussed
with our Rav.
2. As quoted by Rabbi Chaim Jachter, http://www.koltorah.org - “May
We  Use Grape Juice for the Arba Kosot?” Rabbi Joseph B.
Soloveitchik argued that one can use grape juice, at least for the last 3
cups at the xcq if he does not enjoy wine (see also Rabbi Menachem
Genack, The Seder Night: An Exalted Evening, p.20.) Some suggest
that one can drink grape juice mixed with a small amount of wine.
However, I suspect Rav Moshe would not accept that view in
consideration of the proof he brings from the Yerushalmi (Pesachim
10). The Yerushalmi recounts that Rav Yona would push himself to
drink wine even though he would get a big headache. Rav Moshe
reasons that he apparently did not consider grape juice to be a viable
option. That line of reasoning would similarly extend to wine that was
very heavily diluted by grape juice.
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After some discussion at the xcq, we concluded that he should
use grape juice for the first 2 cups and then drink 2 cups of wine
during the meal.3 He would continue to use wine for the last 2
cups, as initially planned. In retrospect, a better solution may
have been for this individual to listen to someone else make the
zFkxa and then drink grape juice for the first two cups, drink two
cups of wine at the meal, and then use wine for the last two cups.
In this article, I will explain the rationale for these approaches
and how this situation could have been avoided altogether.

Multiple Purposes of Wine at the xcq – Position of Rashi/
Rashbam/ Tosfos
The Gemara Pesachim (108b) records that one fulfills his
obligation even if he drinks concentrated wine or drinks all four
cups of wine at the same time4. According to the version in our
Gemarah:

· Concentrated Wine: Rava clarifies, that if one drinks
concentrated wine then only the mitzvah of oii - wine, is
fulfilled but the mitzvah of zExg - freedom, is not
fulfilled.

· Drinking All Cups Consecutively: Rav further clarifies
that if one drinks all four cups at the same time then only
the mitzvah of oii is fulfilled but the mitzvah of rax`
zFqFk - four cups, is not fulfilled.

Thus, there appear to be three obligations:

3. The Rama (O.C. 472:7) records that one can’t drink extra wine after
the third or fourth cups since it will appear like he is drinking more than
four cups of wine. However, this is not a concern if one drinks an extra
cup after the second cup as that could be perceived by others to be part
of the meal. Nonetheless, one could argue that our circumstance may
still present an issue as we truly intend for six different cups to count
toward the “four cups.”
4. According to Rashi, one poured all four cups into a large cup.
According to Rashbam, one drank four separate cups consecutively.
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Obligations Use of
Concentrate

d Wine
(Rava)

Drinking All Cups
Consecutively

(Rav)

1. oii Acceptable Acceptable

2. zExg Not
Acceptable

3. rax`
zFqFk

Not Acceptable

We are left with several questions: What is the source and nature
of these different obligations? Does concentrated wine satisfy the
obligation of zFqFk rax`? Can one fulfill the obligation if he
drinks multiple cups at the same time?

Rashi explains that the zExg dimension is required for a devn
dn̈¥l §y, a complete mitzvah. Rashbam elaborates that concentrated
wine does not have zEaiyg - elevated status. Diluted wine allows
us to best demonstrate and celebrate our freedom. Apparently,
the dimension of zExg is important but not required carica, post
facto.

Rashbam and Tosfos further explain that if one drinks all four
cups at the same time, he has only fulfilled his obligation to
rejoice on Yom Tov, similar to all other holidays. He has not
fulfilled any unique obligations of Pesach.5 Accordingly, the
three obligations can be summarized, as follows:

5. According the Rashbam, when Rava says that one fulfills the
obligation of oii when he drinks concentrated wine he seems to be
referring to the Pesach mitzvah of zFqFk rax`. Accordingly, the term oii
has differing meanings in the statements of Rava and Rav. This is a
difficulty with the Rashbam’s approach.
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1. oii = Mitzvah to celebrate every holiday with drinking of
wine

2. zExg = Form of demonstration of freedom on Pesach, not
required carica

3. zFqFk rax` = Mitzvah to drink four cups of wine as part
of the xcq

We can also now fill in the blank boxes above. If one drinks
concentrated wine, one has fulfilled his obligation of zFqFk rax`,
albeit not in an ideal manner. However, if one drinks all four
cups at the same time, one does not fulfill his core obligation of
zFqFk rax`. Therefore, he certainly can’t fulfill the notion of zExg.
After all, zExg is only a method for executing one’s obligation of
zFqFk rax`.

Multiple Purposes of Wine at the xcq – Position of the m"anx
The m"anx (Chamaitz U’Matzah 7:9) records a different version
of our Gemara. Similar to the approach above, the m"anx states
that if one drinks concentrated wine, one fulfills the mitzvah of
zFqFk rax` but not the mitzvah of zExg. However, if one drinks
all four cups at once, the m"anx rules that one fulfills his
obligation of zExg without satisfying his obligation of zFqFk rax`.

The m"anx clearly has a different understanding of zExg.
According to the approach above, it’s impossible that one could
fulfill zExg without zFqFk rax`. That would be somewhat akin to
trying to fulfill all the hiddurim of an esrog with a lemon. The
m"anx must maintain that zExg is an independent obligation.

What is the mitzvah of zExg according to the m"anx? The Brisker
Rav explains that Rashi/Rashbam/Tosfos maintain that the
primary mitzvah is the recital of four zFkxa, each which is then
followed by a drinking. This is analogous to the recital of
Kiddush the rest of the year. On Pesach, one should enhance the
mitzvah with (diluted) wine as a greater demonstration of our
freedom, but this is not the basic obligation. According to the
m"anx, there is also a second mitzvah which is fundamentally
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different than Kiddush the rest of the year. There is a separate
mitzvah on Pesach to celebrate through the act of drinking four
cups of wine. This mitzvah of zExg cannot be fulfilled if one
doesn’t physically drink four cups of diluted wine.

Practical Application
Now, let’s revisit the xcq last year where the participant couldn’t
drink wine on an empty stomach. He had no choice but to drink
grape juice for the first two cups. While wine is generally
preferable, according to Rashi/Rashbam/Tosfos, he fulfilled his
obligation for the first two cups with the recital of those zFkxa on
grape juice. Grape juice would seem to be analogous to
concentrated wine. There is nothing further to do vis a vis those
two cups after he eats matzah and his meal. However, according
to the m"anx, he has only fulfilled the dimension of the zFkxa.
Therefore, we concluded at the time that he may still be able to
fulfill the separate obligation of drinking wine or zExg by
drinking two cups of wine during the meal. After all, the m"anx is
clear that one can even drink all four cups of wine at the same
time to fulfill the obligation of zExg.

Our solution fully satisfied both requirements according to the
m"anx, but it did not allow for an ideal fulfillment of the mitzvah
according to the approach of Rashi/Rashbam/Tosfos. In
retrospect, I think the individual should have listened to someone
else make the zFkxa on wine before drinking grape juice for the
first two cups.

The Mishna (99b) records that the community charity has a
responsibility to provide wine to a poor person for his four cups.
Tosfos (s.v. Lo Yifchasu, second one) observe that the Mishna
doesn’t state that the charity is required to provide wine for all
family members of the poor person. Tosfos deduce that the entire
household can presumably fulfill their obligation with the head of
the household, similar to Kiddush the rest of the year. The
Brisker Rav explains that the Baalei Tosfos are consistent with
his approach above. According to Tosfos, the primary mitzvah is
the recital of the zFkxa, over a cup of wine. This is analogous to
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Kiddush, and one can cover others with his bracha.6 According to
Tosfos, use of wine at the xcq enhances the zFkxa, but it is not
essential that each person drink from that wine. The m"anx would
argue presumably that one only fulfills the obligation of rax`
zFqFk through hearing someone else’s zFkxa but not the obligation
of zExg.

Returning to the case of an individual who can’t drink wine on an
empty stomach, he can properly fulfill his obligation of rax`
zFqFk according to the m"anx and his full obligation according to
Tosfos by listening to someone else recite the zFkxa on wine. He
can then fulfill his obligation of zExg according to the m"anx by
drinking cups of wine during the meal. This would seem to allow
a complete performance of the mitzvah according to all opinions.

It may still be beneficial to drink grape juice after hearing
someone else recite the zFkxa. Tosfos don’t appear to be
completely convinced one can fulfill his obligation without
drinking at all. Further, as footnoted above, there is an opinion

6. The Brisker Rav in the name of his father, Reb Chaim, understands
that one fulfills his obligation when hearing someone else’s zFkxa at the
xcq through the universal mechanism of dpFrM rnFy. However, I suspect
there may be an alternate explanation for Tosfos. The mitzvah of Sippur
Yitzias Mitzraim is interpersonal. The xcq demands interactive
questions and answers. There are rituals that should only be performed
by the head of the household as a representative of the attendees.
Further, the notion of a group is clearly present in the mitzvah of
Korban Pesach. Perhaps we can extend the responsibilities of this
collective entity to include the four cups. Tosfos in Succah (38a, s.v.
Mi) write that the four cups were instituted to help support the discourse
of the evening.  Accordingly, Tosfos may maintain that each “xcq”
requires one set of four cups of wine as part of the collective recounting
of Yitzias Mitzraim. The zFkxa on the four cups are not an individual
responsibility that is executed through listening to someone else.
Rather, all attendees comprise a singular unit that fulfills its obligation
through a joint experience. (This is analogous to how the Rav
understood chazarat hashatz.) One has an obligation to be a member of
a group that is discussing  Yitzias Mitzraim and reciting the four zFkxa.
Further discussion of this approach is outside the scope of this article.
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that grape juice is completely acceptable on Pesach night if one
can’t drink wine.

Eating on Erev Pesach
While the case last year provided an opportunity to apply the
explanations of the Brisker Rav, this circumstance typically can
be avoided. It is true that the first Mishna in Arvei Pesachim
prohibits eating in the hours prior to the xcq. However, Tosfos
(99b, s.v. Lo Yochal) limit this prohibition to dxiyr dvn, egg
matza. This is in addition to the prohibition for the entire day to
eat matza that could be used to fulfill one’s obligation at the xcq.
Tosfos continue based on a later Gemara (107b), that `nibxz ipin
can be eaten until nightfall.  Similarly, the Shulchan Aruch (O.C.
471:1) rules that one is only prohibited from eating zt starting
with the 10th hour of the day so that he’ll eat matza with an
appetite. However, one is allowed to eat some fruits and
vegetables as long as he doesn’t become full from them. The
Mishna Brurah adds that meat, fish, eggs, etc. are also permitted.
This should avoid the problem of drinking wine on an empty
stomach for most people. However, there admittedly remains a
gap of time, especially before the second cup.
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The Mitzvah of dä ¥q ©d 
Rabbi Chaim Ozer Shulman 

and Eliezer Shulman

One of the integral parts of the Pesach xcq is daqd, leaning to
one’s side. The source for this can be found in the first Mishnah
of Arvei Pesachim (Daf 99b), where it says aqiy cr lk`i `l – one
should not eat before doing daqd at the xcq. The Rashbam adds
that the leaning symbolizes the freedom we attained upon leaving
Mitzrayim. The subsequent Gemara (on Daf 108a) expands upon
this Mishnah, saying that dvn requires daqd and oii needs daqd
(at least for two of the four zFqFM, although we don’t know which
two, so we do all four with daqd). Maror, however, does not
need daqd because, as the Rashbam explains, xFxn symbolizes
slavery, not freedom. The Gemarah (Daf 108a) cites in the name
of Rabbi Yehoshua Ben Levi that even a waiter must eat a zifk of
dvn while leaning in order to be `vFi his personal obligation. 

The “Brisker Rav” – Rav Velvel Soloveitchik – poses a question.
Is the requirement of daqd part of the mitzvos of dvn and oii –
that one needs daqd to be yotzeh the mitzvos of dvn and oii – or
is daqd an independent mitzvah of the xcq, which is to be done
at the time of dvn and oii but nevertheless a separate mitzvah?
The Brisker Rav shows that this question is actually a machlokes
between the Rosh and the m"anx. 

The Rosh on Daf 108a says that if one ate the zifk of dvn without
daqd he has not fulfilled his obligation of dvn, and he must go
back and eat a zifk of dvn again with daqd. The Rosh brings a
proof for his halacha from R’ Yehoshua ben Levi who stated in
the Gemarah above that a waiter who ate a zifk of dvn while
leaning has fulfilled his obligation. The Rosh interprets this to
mean that if he did not do daqd he is not yotzeh the mitzvah of
dvn and he must go back and eat the zifk with daqd (the same is
true for wine). This shows that daqd is part of the mitzvah of dvn
and part of the mitzvah of oii, so the mitzvah of dvn and oii would
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be incomplete without daqd, and one would have to eat the dvn
and drink the oii again while leaning. 

If however, one holds that daqd is its own independent mitzvah,
the obligation of dvn would have already been fulfilled. Thus, it
would not be required – or even possible - to repeat the zifk of
matzas mitzvah since he has already fulfilled his obligation of
dvn, and any later dvn is not matzas mitzvah. Therefore, the
mitzvah of daqd would be lost once the mitzvah of matza has
already been fulfilled. From the Rosh above we see that he holds
that daqd is part of the mitzvah of dvn, and without daqd the
mitzvah of dvn would not be fulfilled.  

The Brisker Rav states, however, that the m"anx argues with this
and holds that daqd is its own independent mitzvah and is not
part of the mitzvah of dvn and zFqFk rax`. The m"anx says that a
person must demonstrate that it is as if he himself went out of
Mitzrayim. Therefore, when he eats and drinks, he must do so
with daqd. The m"anx continues that this mitzvah of daqd is done
when he is eating a zifk of dvn and drinking zFqFk rax`.  This is
the minimum shiur of the mitzvah of daqd to lean while
eating/drinking the zifk of dvn/zFqFk rax`. But, as the m"anx also
states, gaEyn df ixd aqd m` FziizWE Fzlik` x`y- if one leans for
the rest of the meal, it is praiseworthy (Hichos Chametz
U’matzah 7:8).

The Brisker Rav states that from the fact that the m"anx says that
there is a mitzvah if he leans for the rest of the meal, we see that
daqd is its own independent mitzvah. If it were merely a part of
the mitzvah of dvn and zFqFk rax` there would be no reason to
say that one should lean for the rest of the meal. Also, the m"anx
does not mention that one would have to go back if he forgot to
eat the dvn or drink the zFqFk rax` while leaning. According to
the Brisker Rav, this is because the m"anx holds that dvn and
zFqFk rax` are separate mitzvos from daqd.  If one already ate
the zifk of dvn or zFqFk rax`, he was already `vFi those mitzvos
and eating or drinking dvn or zFqFk rax` again would accomplish
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nothing. This is due to the fact that the new dvn or wine would
not be part of the original mitzvah. 

A problem that the m"anx according to the Brisker Rav must deal
with is the statement of R’ Yehoshua ben Levi. R’ Yehoshua ben
Levi had stated that a waiter who eats a zifk of dvn while leaning
has fulfilled his obligation, implying that if he didn’t lean at all,
he didn’t fulfill his mitzvah. This idea seems to contradict the
opinion of the m"anx according to the Brisker Rav’s explanation,
as it seems to show that daqd is not a mitzvah in itself, but rather
a part of the mitzvah of dvn.  For otherwise, why is he not `vFi
his obligation of eating the dvn if he did not do so while leaning?
The Brisker Rav answers this question on the m"anx by
suggesting that when it says he has fulfilled his obligation, it is
talking about the obligation of daqd and not the obligation of
dvn. The minimal mitzvah of daqd is to do it by the time of the
first zifk of dvn and the zFqFk rax`. If one forgot to do daqd, he
has still fulfilled the mitzvah of dvn and zFqFk rax` , but he has
missed out on the mitzvah of daqd. 

Note that as will be shown below, the Shulchan Aruch and the
Rema seem to argue with the Brisker Rav. The Shulchan Aruch
quotes the Rosh, saying that that those who do not perform daqd
while eating the dvn and zFqFk rax` have not fulfilled their
obligation of dvn and oii and must go back to eat or drink with
daqd. The Rema agrees with the Shulchan Aruch, except that he
notes that according to some views, daqd nowadays is not
required since people generally do not recline while eating. The
Rema then quotes the m"anx, saying that one who performs daqd
for the entire meal is praiseworthy. 

Two questions arise from the Shulchan Aruch and Rema.  First,
why does the Shulchan Aruch quote the Rosh regarding eating
the zifk of dvn and zFqFk rax` without daqd and not state an
opposing view if the m"anx really argues? Usually, the Shulchan
Aruch takes the side of the m"anx! Second, the Rema seems to be
in agreement with the Rosh that one goes back and eats the zifk
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of dvn and zFqFk rax` again, and yet the Rema quotes the m"anx
that it is praiseworthy to recline for the whole meal! How can the
Rema agree with the Rosh, and immediately quote the m"anx?
There seems to be a contradiction in the Rema’s opinion, as he
agrees with the idea of the Rosh – daqd is a part of the mitzvah
of dvn and zFqFk rax`, yet he quotes the m"anx who seems to say
that daqd is a mitzvah in itself.

The Brisker Rav apparently disagrees with the Shulchan Aruch
and the Rema, but how exactly does one understand the view of
the Shulchan Aruch and the Rema? Where do they stand on
daqd? 

One must say that the Shulchan Aruch and the Rema hold that
the m"anx could be interpreted to hold that daqd is really just a
part of the mitzvah of dvn and the mitzvah of zFqFk rax` .
Therefore one would have to go back and eat the zifk of dvn and
zFqFk rax` if one forgot to do daqd.  However, although daqd is
part of dvn and zFqFk rax`, there is a separate hidur – a good
custom – to do daqd for the rest of the meal since this also shows
cheirus. This praiseworthy action though is not part of the basic
mitzvah of daqd, but a separate hidur. In this light, the Shulchan
Aruch and the Rema make perfect sense, and they are not
paskening like the Ashkenazic or Sephardic view. The m"anx and
Rosh agree that daqd is an element of the mitzvah of dvn and
zFqFk rax`. 

This answers the first and second question above. The Shulchan
Aruch still agrees with the m"anx (as he usually does) even
though he cites the halacha of the Rosh. For the Rema, there is no
contradiction. He agrees with the Shulchan Aruch and the Rosh,
and he adds the m"anx’s idea that there is a hidur mitzvah to be
leaning during the rest of the meal, not because daqd is a
separate mitzvah from matzas mitzvah and zFqFk rax` but
because there is an additional hidur – enhancement – to show
cheirus during the xcq that is separate from the regular obligation
of daqd  that is part of the mitzvos of dvn and zFqFk rax`. 
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What did you say? 
The format of our Celebration

Jonathan Kaplan

What did you say?  On the night of the xcq, what you say is
everything.  The book we use- the Hagaddah- means to tell over.
Matzo is called Lechem Oni- the bread used to answer many
things.  We ask many questions, four questions of the ma
nishtana and an additional four by the four sons.  What is it about
the night of the xcq, the night we dedicate to the telling over the
exodus story that requires the format of questioning, articulation,
and discernment?

To uncover the answer we need to start at the beginning of Sefer
Shemos.  As the Torah tells us about the Jewish People’s entry
into exile we notice a very strange thing, the absence of names.
This is especially curious since the Torah begins the book with
the names of the sons of Yaakov.  Additionally the entire book of
Exodus is called Shemos- the book of Names.  As the story
continues, though, names are no longer found.  What we find
instead are nicknames or descriptions as seen in Shemos Chapter
2 verses 1 through 9. 

1. A man of the house of Levi
went and married a daughter of
Levi.

`  K¤l¥I©e Wi ¦̀z ¤̀  g ©T¦I©e i ¦e¥l zi¥A ¦n 
i ¦e¥l z ©A:

2. The woman conceived and
bore a son, and [when] she
saw him that he was good, she
hid him for three months.

a . x ©d ©Y©edẌ ¦̀ d̈ c¤l ¥Y©e o ¥A` ¤x ¥Y©e 
dẄŸl §W Ed¥p §R §v ¦Y©e `Ed aFh i ¦M FzŸ̀

mi ¦gẍ§i:
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3. [When] she could no longer
hide him, she took [for] him a
reed basket, smeared it with
clay and pitch, placed the child
into it, and put [it] into the
marsh at the Nile's edge.

b Fl g ©T ¦Y©e Fpi ¦t §S ©d cFr dl̈ §kï Ÿ̀l §e 
z ¤tG̈ ©aE xn̈ ¥g ©a dẍ §n §g ©Y©e ` ¤nŸB z ©a ¥Y

 z ¤̀  DÄ m ¤UŸ©ec¤l¤I ©dsEQ ©A m ¤UŸ©e 
xŸ̀ §i ©d z ©t §U l ©r:

4. His sister stood from afar, to
know what would be done to
him.

 .c  a ©S ©z ¥Y©eFzŸg£̀d ©n dr̈ ¥c§l wŸgẍ ¥n 
Fl d ¤Ur̈¥I:

5. Pharaoh's daughter went
down to bathe, to the Nile, and
her maidens were walking
along the Nile, and she saw the
basket in the midst of the
marsh, and she sent her
maidservant, and she took it.

.d  c ¤x ¥Y©e dŸr §x ©R z ©Al©r uŸg §x¦l 
xŸ̀ §i ©d c©i l ©r zŸk§lŸd d̈i ¤zŸx£r©p §e xŸ̀ §i ©d

sEQ ©d KFz §A dä ¥Y ©d z ¤̀  ` ¤x ¥Y©e
d̈ ¤gT̈ ¦Y©e Dz̈n̈£̀ z ¤̀  g©l §W ¦Y©e:

6. She opened [it], and she saw
him the child, and behold, he
was a weeping lad, and she had
compassion on him, and she
said, "This is [one] of the
children of the Hebrews."

e. z ¤̀  Ed ¥̀ §x ¦Y©e g ©Y §t ¦Y©e c¤l¤I ©dd¥P ¦d §e 
x ©r©px ¤n Ÿ̀Y©e eïlr̈ lŸn §g ©Y©e d¤kŸA 

d¤f mi ¦x §a ¦rd̈ i ¥c§l©I ¦n:

7. His sister said to Pharaoh's
daughter, "Shall I go and call
for you a wet nurse from the
Hebrew women, so that she
shall nurse the child for you?"

f. x ¤n Ÿ̀Y©e FzŸg£̀ l ¤̀  dŸr §x ©R z ©A
o ¦n z ¤w¤pi ¥n dẌ ¦̀  K̈l i ¦z`ẍẅ §e K¥l ¥̀ ©d

c¤lÏ ©d z ¤̀  K̈l w¦pi ¥z §e zŸI ¦x §a ¦rd̈:
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8. Pharaoh's daughter said to
her, "Go!" So the girl went and
called the child's mother.

.g  Dl̈ x ¤n Ÿ̀Y©e §x ©R z ©Ai ¦k¥l dŸr
 K¤l ¥Y©edn̈§l ©rd̈ z ¤̀  `ẍ §w ¦Y©e m ¥̀
c¤lÏ ©d:

9. Pharaoh's daughter said to
her, "Take this child and nurse
him for me, and I will give
[you] your wages." So the
woman took the child and
nursed him.

 Dl̈ x ¤n Ÿ̀Y©e  .hdŸr §x ©RÎz ©Ai ¦ki¦li ¥d 
i¦p£̀ ©e i¦l Ed ¦w¦pi ¥d §e d¤G ©d c¤l¤I ©dÎz ¤̀

 g ©T ¦Y©e K ¥xk̈ §UÎz ¤̀  o ¥Y ¤̀dẌ ¦̀ d̈
:Ed ¥wi¦p §Y©e c¤l¤I ©d

In a subtle way, the Torah is relating a very important idea. We
need to understand the idea of names. It is here that we will
uncover the answer to our original question.  Rabbi Tzadok
HaCohen Rabinowitz of Lublin (Kreisburg, 1823 - Lublin,
Poland, 1900) teaches a very important rule. If we want to
understand an idea or concept in Torah we need to see where it is
mentioned for the first time.  The first time we find the subject of
naming is with Adam.  

Before the subject of naming is introduced we find that the Torah
tells us about the creation of man.  In this account we are told
that man is created after G-d blows into him a living soul.  The
Targum explains that it is here that man was given the power of
speech.
7. And the Lord God formed
man of dust from the ground,
and He breathed into his
nostrils the soul of life, and
man became a living soul.

 .fxẗr̈ mc̈ ῭ d̈ z ¤̀  miwFl` 'd x ¤vi¦I ©e
mi¦I ©g z ©n §W¦p eiR̈ ©̀ §A g ©R¦I ©e dn̈c̈£̀d̈ o ¦n

:dÏ ©g W ¤t¤p§l mc̈ ῭ d̈ i ¦d§i ©e

A few verses later it states:
18. And the Lord God said,
"It is not good that man is
alone; I shall make him a
helpmate opposite him."

 .gizFi¡d aFh Ÿ̀l miwFl` 'd x ¤n Ÿ̀I ©e
:FC §b¤p §M x¤f ¥r FN d ¤U¡r ¤̀  FC ©a§l mc̈ ῭ d̈
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19. And the Lord God
formed from the earth every
beast of the field and every
fowl of the heavens, and He
brought [it] to man to see
what he would call it, and
whatever the man called
each living thing, that was
its name.

 .hilM̈ dn̈c̈£̀d̈ o ¦n miwFl` 'd x ¤v¦I ©e
`¥aÏ ©e m¦i ©nẌ ©d sFr lM̈ z ¥̀ §e d ¤cV̈ ©d z©I ©g

lŸk §e Fl `ẍ §w¦I d ©n zF` §x¦l mc̈ ῭ d̈ l ¤̀
`Ed dÏ ©g W ¤t¤p mc̈ ῭ d̈ Fl `ẍ §w¦i x ¤W£̀

:Fn §W

20. And man named all the
cattle and the fowl of the
heavens and all the beasts of
the field, but for man, he did
not find a helpmate opposite
him.

 .kdn̈ ¥d §A ©d lk̈§l zFn ¥W mc̈ ῭ d̈ `ẍ §w¦I ©e
d ¤cV̈ ©d z©I ©g lŸk§lE m¦i ©nẌ ©d sFr§lE

:FC §b¤p §M x¤f ¥r `v̈n̈ Ÿ̀l mc̈ ῭ §lE

Hashem brings all the animals to Adam to be named.  In the
process of Adam giving names we witness the power of
expression that was given to man.  The names he gives the
animals reflect his ability to discern and understand the essence
of each creature.  It is specifically in the context of man using his
power of discernment and articulation that he finds that he needs
to be with others. Unfortunately it is when he is given a mate that
Adam and his mate sin against G-d and they are banished from
Gan Eden.  Chazal explain that Avraham and Sarah rectified the
sin of Adam and Chava.  On the simplest level Avraham used his
power of discernment to find G-d.  He then obeyed G-d’s
commands. Additionally Avraham rectified Adam’s misdeeds by
developing a proper relationship with his wife Sarah. 
 
The crucial passage that ties Adam and Avraham together and
leads us to the story of the Exodus is found in the Bris Bein
Habesarim.  At the beginning of Genesis Chapter 15, Avraham
expressed his concern that he had no offspring.  Hashem
promised him that this was not going to be an issue as he would
have a child who would inherit him.  It is at this point that
Hashem explained to Avraham that Hashem is the One who took
him out of Ur Casdim to give him the land of Israel.  Avraham
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understood that he was being given the land of Israel, a place
conducive to spirituality, because of his discovery of G-d.  In
Pasuk 8 his question to Hashem in essence was – how do I know
that my children will attain the level of spirituality that I have
reached so that they will be worthy of inheriting the Land?

7. And He said to him, "I am the
Lord, Who brought you forth from
Ur of the Chaldees, to give you this
land to inherit it."

 .fx ¤W£̀ 'd i¦p£̀ eïl ¥̀  x ¤n Ÿ̀I ©e
z ¤zl̈ mi ¦C §U ©M xE` ¥n Li ¦z`¥vFd
:DŸ §W ¦x§l z Ÿ̀G ©d u ¤x ῭ d̈ z ¤̀  L§l

8. And he said, "O Lord God, how
will I know that I will inherit it?"

It is at this point that the covenant is
made:

gdÖ©A miwFl` 'd x ©n Ÿ̀I©e .
dP̈ ¤Wẍi ¦̀  i ¦M r ©c ¥̀:

9. And He said to him, "Take for Me
three heifers and three goats and
three rams, and a turtle dove and a
young bird."

 .hdl̈ §b ¤r i¦l dg̈ §w eïl ¥̀  x ¤n Ÿ̀I ©e
l¦i ©̀ §e z ¤W¤N ªW §n f¥r §e z ¤W¤N ªW §n

:lf̈Fb §e xŸz §e WN̈ ªW §n

10. And he took for Him all these,
and he divided them in the middle,
and he placed each part opposite its
mate, but he did not divide the
birds.

 .ix ¥Y ©a§i ©e d¤N ¥̀  lM̈ z ¤̀  Fl g ©T¦I©e
Fx §z ¦A Wi ¦̀  o ¥Y¦I ©e K¤eŸ ©A mz̈Ÿ̀
Ÿ̀l xŸR ¦S ©d z ¤̀ §e Ed¥r ¥x z` ©x §w¦l

:xz̈ä

11. And the birds of prey descended
upon the carcasses and Abram
drove them away.

 .`imi ¦xb̈ §R ©d l ©r h¦i ©rd̈ c ¤x¥I©e
:mẍ §a ©̀  mz̈Ÿ̀  a ¥X©I©e

12. Now the sun was ready to set,
and a deep sleep fell upon Abram,
and behold, a fright, a great
darkness was falling upon him.

 .ai`Fäl W ¤n ¤X ©d i ¦d§i ©e
dn̈ ¥C §x ©z §emẍ §a ©̀  l ©r dl̈ §tp̈ 

dl̈Ÿc §b dk̈ ¥W£g dn̈i ¥̀  d¥P ¦d §e
:eïlr̈ z¤l ¤tŸp

The wording in verse 12 is striking. Where else do we find the
language of dn̈ ¥C §x ©Y - deep sleep? With regard to Adam, following
the completion of his naming the animals, when he used his
power of speech, an act of articulation and discernment.
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21. And the Lord God caused a deep
sleep to fall upon man, and he slept,
and He took one of his sides, and
He closed the flesh in its place.

 .`kmiwFl` 'd l ¥R©I©e
dn̈ ¥C §x ©YoẄi¦I ©e mc̈ ῭ d̈ l ©r 

xŸB §q¦I ©e eiz̈Ÿr§l ©S ¦n z ©g ©̀  g ©T¦I©e
:dP̈ ¤Y §g ©Y xÜÄ

Perhaps it is the similarity of these two verses that causes Chazal
to see the deep connection between Adam and Avraham.
Ultimately the message that is conveyed to Avraham is that your
children will eventually attain your level and inherit the land of
Israel and its spiritual gifts, but they will have to go through exile
and slavery in order to get there.

13. And He said to Abram, "You
shall surely know that your seed will
be strangers in a land that is not
theirs, and they will enslave them
and oppress them, for four hundred
years.

r ©c ¥Y ©rŸcï mẍ §a ©̀ §l x ¤n Ÿ̀I ©e .bi
Ÿ̀l u ¤x ¤̀ §A L£r §x©f d¤i §d¦i x¥b i ¦M

mz̈Ÿ̀  EP ¦r §e mEcä£r©e m ¤dl̈
:dp̈Ẅ zF` ¥n r ©A §x ©̀

14. And also the nation that they will
serve will I judge, and afterwards
they will go forth with great
possessions.

.ci EcŸa£r©i x ¤W£̀ iFB ©d z ¤̀  m©b §e
E` §v¥i o ¥k i ¥x£g ©̀ §e i ¦kŸp ῭  oC̈

:lFcB̈ Wªk §x ¦A

On the night of the xcq, when we celebrate our redemption from
the land of Egypt, we are tapping into the history of our nation
and the history of mankind as well.  We are ultimately
celebrating the fulfillment of Hashem’s promise to Avraham, our
father.  “How will I know that my children will inherit my
legacy?” Hashem is saying to Avraham, “Avraham, understand
that your children will inherit you, but only after going through
the Egyptian exile.”  So as we sit at the table xcq night we need
to understand where we have come from.  The ideal “Man” of
creation was gifted with the power of speech and discernment.
Unfortunately these gifts were not handled properly. Not only did
Adam sin but he also did not thank G-d for what he had been
given. Avraham and our forefathers rectified these wrongs.  In
order to inherit their legacy we needed to go through a process.
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We needed to go down to Egypt into an exile that stripped us of
our humanity.  It is for this reason that the Torah begins the story
of the Exodus by removing the names. The Torah is informing us
that not only did the Jewish people go into exile but also our
power of speech, what made us human, did as well. It is on this
wondrous night, when we re-experience the redemption, when
our power of speech is restored that we celebrate by exercising
our power of speech and discernment. We raise our voices to
recount the hardships as well as the triumphs and we delve into
the story as only a true “Adam” can. It is for this very reason-
"Vechol hamarbeh lesaper biyetzias mitzrayim harei zeh
meshubach," the more we elaborate and articulate the more
praiseworthy.  Ultimately we show how we  have truly inherited
our father Abraham, as we end this glorious night by giving
praise and thanks to Hashem for all the goodness that He has
bestowed on us. 
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Maggid - The Story of Miracles
Rabbi David Flamholz

Despite the many zeevn connected to and associated with the
holiday of gqt, the focus and highlight of the holiday is no doubt
the devn of mixvn z`ivi xetiq.  The centrality and critical role that
this devn plays in the observance of the holiday is underscored by
our reading of the dcbd on the first night (and in ux`l ueg, the
second night as well) of gqt.  

Given the name with which we identify this devn - that of xetiq
mixvn z`ivi - we would have expected the dcbd to be a detailed
narrative chronicling the events that transpired in the months and
even years leading up to the Exodus of the Jewish people from
mixvn.  Indeed, in describing the devn of mixvn z`ivi xetiq, the
(`‡k devn) jepigd xtq writes that the devn consists of oipra xtqlŠ
‰mixvn z`ivi (to discuss the Exodus from Egypt).  An outsider,
participating in his or her first xcq, might (rightly) expect a
recitation of the story of the Exodus.  Yet, what we do recite at
the xcq is anything but a “story.”  Aside from the paragraph
beginning with epiid micar, very little of the dcbd can be
considered a “story.”  Rather, the larger part of cibn is a series of
zeyxc of miweqt incidentally relating to mixvn z`ivi with a large
emphasis on the miracles that took place both in mixvn and at
seq mi zrixw.  

In addition, as many famously point out, the main character of
“story” - epiax dyn - is hardly mentioned in the entire dcbd.
Surely a story of this magnitude should also relate the central role
that epiax dyn played in the Exodus, at the very least introduce
him and discuss his relevance.  

Rav Asher Weiss `‰hily offers a unique and novel approach
based on an inference he makes in the words of the m‰anx:

The m‰anx introduces the devn of mixvn z`ivi xetiq by writing in
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the beginning of ‡f wxt of dvne ung zekld:

 dxez ly dyr zevnŠze`ltpe miqpa xtqllila mixvna epizea`l eyrpy 
‰.oqipa xyr dyng

It is a positive Biblical commandment to relate the miracles and
wonders that were performed on behalf of our forefathers in
Egypt on the night of the fifteenth of the month of Nisan.  

With these subtle words, the m‰anx reframes almost entirely what
our obligation and  perspective should be in fulfilling the devn of
mixvn z`ivi xetiq.  Unlike the jepigd xtq who describes the devn
of mixvn z`ivi xetiq as one of an obligation to generally discuss
the Exodus (‰mixvn z`ivi oipra xtqlŠ), the m‰anx places emphasis
on a discussion of the “miracles and wonders” that took place in
mixvn.  According to the m‰anx, the real essence of the dcbd
seems not be the events and happenings that took place leading
up to the crossing of the seq mi, but rather, the soul of the dcbd,
and portion of greatest primacy is the ‰ze`ltpe miqpŠ that took
place in mixvn and at seq mi. 

According to Rav Weiss, the ze`ltpe miqp are of such great
import, that one who relates a “blow by blow” account of how
the Jewish people left mixvn, and describes in great detail all the
events that led up to the final Exodus - including epiax dyn and
the role he played in the Exodus - but fails to discuss the miracles
that took place in mixvn and at the seq mi, that individual has not
fulfilled his or her devn of mixvn z`ivi xetiq.  This discussion of
the “miracles and wonders” is perhaps even more important than
the recitation of the three zeevn of xexne ,dvn ,gqt, which we are
accustomed to believing is the most essential portion of the entire
dcbd.  According to some opinions, the obligation to discuss
these three zeevn may be only opaxc and according to others (see,
for example, the yexit of the miqp epiax on the .fhw migqt dpyn),
the recitation of these three zeevn is only a xgaend on devn.  Not
so with regard to the obligation to relate the ze`ltpe miqp of zle`b
mixvn.  The m‰anx considers this component of the obligation to
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be Biblical and to be the most essential portion of the entire devn.  

It is for this reason that the gqep of the dcbd that we read does not
read like a “story” and dyn’s role is not essential. Rather, almost
our entire focus is on the miracles that were performed on behalf
of l`xyi llk.  We discuss in great detail the zekn xyr and the
physical and psychological effect they had on the people of
Egypt.  We discuss and describe the ‰dwfg ciŠ and ‰diehp rxfŠ that
d‰awd placed on the Egyptians.  We also take time to discuss the
precise number of zekn that were inflicted upon the Egyptians at
seq mi.  All this is to fulfill the devn of mixvn z`ivi xetq in the
framework that the m‰anx understood it to be fulfilled - through a
discussion of the ze`ltpe miqp.  

Thus, the goal of every person participating in the devn of xetiq
mixvn z`ivi must be to not merely tell a “story,” but to relate and
contemplate the great miracles that were performed for l`xyi ipa
on that great night.  It is our hope that next year we will have the
opportunity to discuss the ze`ltpe miqp of a different dle`b - that
of the final dle`b together with our friends and family in milyexi. 
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Why do we attack the ryx’s teeth? 18
Explanations

Dr. Yosi Fishkin

In the Haggadah, we read about the four archetypal children, the
lF`yl rcFi Fpi`ye ,mz ,ryx ,mkg.  The ryx asks, “What is this
service to you?”  The Baal HaHaggadah points out that since the
ryx used the word Lachem, to you, he is excluding himself, and
consequently is considered to be denying everything. As with the
other three sons, the Haggadah tells us the wording we should
use to reply to him: “Because of this, Hashem did things for me,
when I left Mitzrayim.”  However, unlike the other three sons,
aside from a verbal response, the Haggadah instructs us in a
physical response as well: Hakheh es Shinav, which can be
translated “Blunt his teeth.” Others translate this as “Knock out
his teeth,” although since the word Hakheh is spelled with a kuf,
not a khaf, blunting is a more accurate translation. 

Are we really supposed to blunt his teeth?  What does this
actually mean, and what is unique about the ryx, and his teeth,
that requires this particular type of physical response?  Here is a
review of 18 explanations for why the Haggadah says that we
attack the ryx’s teeth. 

1. The very basic p’shat is that this line can be taken
literally, which would imply that a wicked child must be
physically punished. Some, however, consider it a
figurative expression, implying that nothing should be
held back in our response to the ryx; we should be firm
and strong in our response to him.

2. An apparently wicked child has a pure Neshamah hidden
deep within him. He became a ryx as a result of various
external forces, whether a bad group of friends,
inappropriate influences, negative experiences, or
inadequate education. Our role as parents and educators
is to reverse the process that led him off the derech; by
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determining what the root cause of his rebellion was, we
can take steps to bring him back to religiosity.  This is
depicted in the Haggadah by knocking out his teeth; we
are “de-fanging” him by removing the outer, negative,
sharp shell that has built up over the years.  We’re
removing the sharpness from his bite, and smoothing out
his rough edges.  This will allow the goodness of his
inner Neshama to emerge. (Rabbi Eleazar “HaRokeach”
of Worms and other mefarshim)

3. The expression of “blunting his teeth” is the equivalent
of the modern expression “give him a taste of his own
medicine.”  Just as the ryx spoke in the second person to
exclude himself, the father rebukes the ryx by implying
that yes, he would be excluded, when it comes time for
the redemption. (Abarbanel, as paraphrased by Rabbi
Josh Flug) 

4. The gematriya of the word ryx is 570. The gematriya of
Shinav (“his teeth”) is 366.  When we’re instructed to
attack his teeth, it means to subtract 366 from 570.  570 -
366 = 204, which is the gematriya of Tzadik. Therefore,
the Haggadah is telling us that our job is to take this ryx,
and find a way to turn him into a Tzadik. (Alshich) 

5. The ryx thinks that if he understands the basic story of
Pesach, he has no need to actually participate in the
physical mitzvos of Pesach. He complains that he can
easily read a history book to get the details, so why
bother participating in a whole ceremony? 

Eating food requires 3 steps: Machshavah – the thought
process about getting food, Dibbur – speaking to buy or
obtain food, and Maaseh – the actual act of eating food.
Mitzvos are the “food for our soul”, and therefore
mitzvos also require Machshavah – proper Kavanah,
Dibbur – a verbal declaration of doing the mitzvah
L’shem Shamayim, and Maaseh – the actual act of the
mitzvah.  We need to explain this parallel between food
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and mitzvos when we engage the ryx in dialogue.  We
explain to him that if he doesn’t want to participate in the
physical act of this mitzvah, he shouldn’t need to
participate in the physical act of eating, either, and just
reading a cookbook should be enough.  Hakheh es shinav
means that his teeth should be kept “clean” of any food
particles actually making their way into his mouth.
(Chida) 

6. The ryx excludes himself, and consequently is
considered to be denying Judaism.  In response, we don’t
even allow him to taste the Korban Pesach. We make
him sit alone, watching us eat the tasty meat, while he
grinds his teeth in hunger. (MeAm Lo’ez) 

7. There are people who believe that spirituality has its
place in the world, and physical matters have their place,
but there is no connection between the two.  With regard
to spiritual matters, they daven, learn Torah, and do as
many mitzvos as possible.  However, when it comes to
mundane physical pursuits, like eating and drinking, they
see it as a “non-religious” activity, and deny the religious
significance of these physical acts. 

When this ryx comes to the xcq table, all ready for a
fulfilling spiritual ceremony, he is surprised to see all the
food and drink.  He doesn’t see any spiritual value in
food, so he says, “What is this service to you?”  In
response, we knock out his teeth, as a way of telling him
that he never properly used his teeth to eat with spiritual
significance. (Kozhnitzer Maggid) 

Similarly: The ryx says, “I understand that one can serve
Hashem on Yom Kippur, by fasting and praying, but how
do we serve Hashem through eating?” Therefore, since
he does not know how to use his teeth, he doesn’t
deserve to have them.  We see this with regard to the
korbanos as well: a non-Jew is only allowed to bring a
Korban Olah, which is totally burnt on the Mizbeach, so
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the entire Korban goes to G-d, and man has no share in
it.  Only a Jew can bring a Shlamim, because only we can
relate to service of Hashem that combines both man and
Hashem. (Kotzker)

8. Hashem created our teeth to serve as a barrier for our
tongue. If we have the urge to speak evil, our teeth are
supposed to clamp down and prevent it from emerging
from our mouth.  This ryx has indicated, through his
speech, that he has no intention of utilizing this barrier
properly, therefore we criticize his teeth. (Rabbi Naftali
Tzvi Horowitz of Ropshitz) 

9. Blunting teeth is a consequence of excessive tooth
gnashing, or grinding.  This is a self-inflicted injury.  In
the same way, the ryx’s mistake is a self-inflicted one.
In the wording of the ryx’s question, “What is this
service to you?” he excluded himself, and ended up
causing himself to be excluded from the category of
those worthy of redemption.  Since his self-exclusion
was a self-inflicted injury, we use a physical example of
self-inflicted injury, blunting teeth. (Malbim) 

10. The Biblical prototype of evil is the ygp.  The main
strength of the ygp is the letter "y", which is the final
letter of ygp, his name, and the first letter of xwy, his
weapon.  To rectify Adam’s sin, which occurred due to
the influence of the ygp, Hashem made Adam leather
garments, which the Zohar says is a reference to Tefillin.
The "y" printed on the Tefillin is supposed to counteract
the "y" of the ygp. Removing the "y" from ygp leaves
“Nach (Noach),” which represents rest and the absence
of wickedness.  Similarly, we have the pasuk in Tehillim,
Shinei Reshaim Shibarta, You have broken the teeth (or
"y") of the Reshaim. In the Haggadah, shinav doesn’t
mean “his teeth” but instead it means “his letter 'y'.”
Taking all this into account, we therefore see that hakheh
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es shinav, blunting his letter "y", represents removing the
evil nature of the Reshaim.     (Maharal Tzintz) 

11. The ryx, as the second of the four sons mentioned,
parallels the second of the four questions of the Ma
Nishtana.  The ryx is bothered by the question of why
we need to have xFxn, something bitter, at the xcq, if this
is supposed to be a happy celebration.  Our response
blunts his teeth, i.e. defuses his sharp remarks, by telling
him that the bitterness at the xcq is all his fault.  The xFxn
reminds us of our enslavement, and if everyone in
Mitzrayim had been the same as the ryx, then the
redemption wouldn’t have happened at all.  We involve
xFxn and the ryx, in our xcq to highlight the contrast of
the Tzadik’s salvation. (Sfas Emes) 

12.  Although we are told that, in general, we should refute
the arguments of heretics, the Gemara in Sanhedrin 38b
limits this to non-Jewish nonbelievers.  When
counterarguments are offered to a Jewish heretic, they
can cause him to become even more rebellious.
However, we shouldn’t just ignore Jewish non-believers,
but instead our attitude should be to improve our own
Torah observance as much as possible, and this will
actually have an effect on the nonbeliever.  We don’t
respond to the ryx directly, but instead we work on
ourselves, and expect that this will eventually make a
positive impression on the ryx.  We “blunt his teeth” by
ignoring the words coming out of his mouth and not
engaging in a direct face-to-face verbal dialogue. (R’
Moshe Feinstein) 

13. Hakheh (blunt), has the same shoresh as the name Kehas,
and the Gemara in Sandhedrin 109b explains that Korach
was called “ben Kehas” since he blunted the teeth of his
parents.  Rashi on the Gemara explains that blunting
teeth means he brought shame on his ancestors through
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his wicked actions.  This is why Hakheh es shinav is
mentioned here, when we discuss the ryx. (The Rav) 

14. Instead of removing shinav, his teeth, shinav actually
means “his shin.”  If you remove the letter "y" from the
word ryx, it leaves the letters reish and ayin, which
together spell the word Ra, bad or evil.  The "y" is
composed of three stems, which represent Avraham,
Yitzchak, and Yaakov. Our task with the ryx is to push
forth his "y", to bring out his inner good self as
epitomized by the Avos, and separate it from the Ra, his
outside evil shell, which is only external and artificial.
(Belzer Rebbe, told over by Rabbi Shlomo Carlebach)

15. There are many people today who are proud to identify
themselves as Jews, but they feel that keeping Halacha is
an old-fashioned concept, and inapplicable in today’s
modern world. The ryx shouldn’t be called “Evil”, but
instead, he should be called “Mistaken”.  He is off the
derech due to ignorance, not rebelliousness. 

Our approach to this category of “ryx” shouldn’t be
harsh and attacking, instead it must be with gentle
persuasion.  We should “blunt his teeth” through verbal
discussion with him, attempting to convince him of the
proper course of action.  We have to demonstrate that
questions about Judaism can only be meaningfully
answered when asked with the reverence of an “insider,”
and not with the flippancy of an “outsider” to the
Tradition.  The best method of persuasion is to serve as a
proper role model: “V’Af Atah Hakheh Es Shinav” –
bring “Atah” – yourself – as a method of persuasion.
(Ideas mentioned by both Rabbi Norman Lamm and
Rabbi Dovid Orlofsky)

16. The ryx’s basic problem is that he is unable to see the
Hand of G-d at work in day-to-day life, even in the face
of miracles.  This is why he leaves Hashem’s name out
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of his question.  We blunt his teeth because the
gematriya of shen (tooth), is 350, the same gematriya as
sechel (intelligence), and both work the same way.  Just
like the mind takes raw ideas and “chews” them so they
can be more readily “digested,” so too, the teeth take
food and break it down for digestion.  The ryx doesn’t
want to apply his sechel to properly understand the
world, consequently we focus our attack on his teeth.
(Rabbi Pinchos Winston) 

17.  The ryx’s sin is that he takes grand ideas and trivializes
them.  This is the function of teeth: breaking down large
pieces of food into smaller pieces.  We need to explain to
him the tremendous significance of all the mitzvos we
do, and he shouldn’t use his “teeth” to belittle the
mitzvos. (Overheard)

18. The ryx is questioning why we need so many rules. In
response, the father turns around as if to hit him, as if to
say that’s what would happen if there were no rules.
(Overheard)

We hope and pray that with this year’s xcq, any remaining
reshaim will be converted to tzadikim, and consequently, we will
all be worthy of the ultimate redemption.
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Eating is Believing1

Moshe Insel

Devarim 16:8 –
  dk̈ ῭l §n d ¤U£r ©z Ÿ̀l ,LiwŸl¡̀ 'd©l z ¤x¤v£r i ¦ri ¦a §X ©d mFI ©aE zFS ©n l ©k Ÿ̀Y mi ¦nï z ¤W ¥W
The posuk in Devarim implies a direct connection between the
act of eating dvn for six days of Pesach and the Yom Tov of
Atzeres that arrives on the seventh day.   Certainly the miracle of
sEq mi zrixw should suffice to merit a Yom Tov independent of
Pesach; yet the posuk seems to suggest that there is something
about the mitzvah of eating dvn that prepares us to experience
the revelation of Hashem’s magnificent salvation at sEq mi zrixw.
What is it about the dvn that can have such an impact on the
individual?

An exploration into the deeper meaning and the spiritual essence
of the mitzvah of dvn zlik` - of eating dvn, will lead us to the
answer.

The Power of Food.  l"fg state in zFkxa (40A) that “a baby does
not learn to call Father and Mother until he has tasted grain.”
R’Chaim Vittal in his Taamei Hamitzvos (based on the teachings
of his rebbe, the Arizal), discusses at length the concept of the
spiritual quality of food.  On a very simple level, food has within
it zFvFvip - sparks of holiness, which can be elevated spiritually by
a person that eats with the intent of transforming the food into
energy that will sustain him and enable him to perform mitzvos.
A person can thereby transform ordinary eating into a spiritually
uplifting act.  The zFvFvip of the food are said to enhance a
person’s intellectual capacity, since the intellect is where a
person’s ziwFl` ytp, his G-dly soul, resides.  As a result, the food
has within it the capacity to both fortify a person physically, and
to elevate him spiritually and intellectually.

1. Adapted from the ma’amar “Sheshes Yamim Tochal Matzos” of the
Ba’al HaTanya.
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Thus, on a deeper level, l"fg in Meseches zFkxa are telling us that
when a baby begins to eat food, the spiritual quality of the food
imbues the baby with an instinctive knowledge of who his
parents are.  The ability of an infant to identify his parents
transcends what we would call ‘intellectual’ knowledge; the
baby’s instinctive knowledge is an innate, spiritual knowledge
which is infinitely deeper than what is facilitated by intellectual
capacity.  Although the infant lacks the intellect to understand the
physical connection between him and his parents, the bond
between the child and his parents is in no way inferior.  The baby
does not need to be taught to love his parents; rather it is
something that comes naturally at the earliest age.  

Similarly, the Zohar states (Chelek Aleph, 157 Bo) that when ipa
l`xyi left Mitzrayim they could not fathom the greatness of
Hashem until they ate dvn.  The Ba’al HaTanya explains that to
the same extent that ordinary bread has the capacity to inculcate
an infant with an innate physical/emotional knowledge of his
parents as described in the Gemarah, dvn, our ‘spiritual
superfood’, contains within it the capacity to affect the ‘ytp
ziwFl`’ of a Jew to the extent that it will experience a spiritual
revelation of Hashem, Avinu Shebashmayim.  

Why dvn?  What is it about dvn per se that can have such an
immense impact on a person’s ziwFl` ytp such that it can engage
in this incredible experience of ‘fathoming the greatness of
Hashem’?  The Ba’al Hatanya explains that dvn’s special quality
is that it is ‘ipFr mgl’; it is literally flat and low in form as
opposed the to the bread of ung, which has risen.  The parallel for
us is clear: only once a person can negate his own ego to the
point where his will is completely subsumed within the 'd oFvx,
can he experience this knowledge of Hashem.

The Connection between ‘lEhia’, dpEn` and dvn.  dvn is
described by the Zohar as “`zEpndinc `lkin,” or food of dpEn`.
When l`xyi ipa ate dvn it literally strengthened their dpEn`.
dpEn` by its very nature requires a person to forego to a large
extent his usual dependence on deductive reasoning.  Although
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no human being can ever prove Hashem’s existence, we
nonetheless set our own deductive powers aside and believe with
our full hearts and minds that Hashem exists.  The ability for us
to be lhan (negate) our own judgement and logical reasoning and
believe in Hashem with dnly dpEn` (complete faith) is what is
engendered by the mitzvah of dvn zlik`.  This deep dpEn` in
Hashem which is enabled by our eating of dvn and internalizing
it (both physically and spiritually) is the very same innate feeling
that a baby has toward his parents.  And in both cases the
relationship transcends intellectual knowledge, almost negating
the need for use of deductive reasoning to come to logical
conclusions.

With this idea we can begin to understand the connection
between  zFS ©n l ©k Ÿ̀Y mi ¦nï z ¤W ¥W and LiwŸl¡̀ 'd©l z ¤x¤v£r i ¦ri ¦a §X ©d mFI ©aE.
Before l`xyi ipa could experience the awesome deliverance of
sEq mi zrixw, they needed to taste the Lechem of dpEn`.  The lEhia
that came about through the Mitzvah of dvn zlik` was (and is) a
prerequisite for the ability to have true dpEn`.

Each year when we fulfill the mitzvah of dvn zlik`, we too are
able to tap into the immense spiritual power of the dvn. dvxi m`
'd  we should all merit to grow in our dpEn` and strengthen our
relationship with Hashem through the fulfillment and
internalization of the mitzvah of dvn zlik`.
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Charoset - From Gan Eden to Mitzrayim 
and Back Again

Rabbi Avie Schreiber

I. gEtzd zgz - Under the “apple tree”
One of the reasons offered in the Gemara1 for the Mitzvah of
zqFxg is that the zqFxg is gEtzl xkf - to remind us of the "gEtz"
tree. What does this mean? According to Rashi, this "gEtz" is a
reference to the tree mentioned in mixiyd xiy in 'd wEqt 'g wxt:

 Dc̈FCÎl ©r z ¤w ¤R ©x §z ¦n xÄ §c ¦O ©dÎo ¦n dl̈Ÿr z Ÿ̀f i ¦nLi ¦Y §x ©xFr ©gER ©Y ©d z ©g ©Y... 

Who is this that comes up from the wilderness, leaning upon her
beloved? I awakened you under the apple tree...

Rashi further explains based on the yxcn that while the Jews
were in mixvn, a great miracle occurred under these trees. When
the time came for a Jewish woman to give birth, she would go
out to the fields and give birth under the gEtz tree - avr ilA -
without pain. This enabled the Jewish women to give birth in
secrecy, thereby saving their newborns from the murderous
hands of the Egyptians. The Gemara continues and says that
based on this explanation, the zqFxg should have a sour or tart
flavor to remind us of the gEtz - apparently meaning an apple
tree. This is the basis for the culinary custom to to include apples
in the recipe for zqFxg.

While this is clearly a significant miracle, why does this miracle
in particular warrant the creation of a new opaxc devn in the form
of zqFxg? 

I would like to suggest that the miracle that occurred under the
gEtz is an expression of a deeper truth about the servitude in
Egypt and the subsequent redemption from its clutches.

1.  '` cEnr fhw sc migqt
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II. mixvnE ocr ob
oFy`xd mc` began his life in an ideal world - a world where food
was produced with relative ease and in which he answered to no
one except G-d.  How different was the beginning of the life of
the young Jewish nation! Far from ideal, life for the Jewish
slaves seemed to epitomize the very curse of mc` - “by the sweat
of your brow shall you eat bread” -  “mgl lk`z jit` zrfa". The
Jewish people must have understood G-d’s verdict only too well.
In ocr ob, mc` was charged with the mission of dxnylE dcarl - to
work the land and to guard it. In  stark contrast, in mixvn, instead
of  dcarl- working the land with relative ease and dignity, the
Jews were subjected to jxt zcFar - to backbreaking work. And
instead of dxnyl - guarding the land out of a sense of ownership
and responsibility, the Jews were ownerless laborers toiling for
someone else’s gain. 

In addition, ocr ob was a world of immanent spirituality where lFw
obd jFza jldzn 'd - “the voice of G-d ‘travelled’ in the garden.” In
mixvn, G-d was not easily beheld. The environment of mixvn was
devoid of spirituality and filled with moral and spiritual
corruption. The Torah even holds the behavior of mixvn up as the
example of what we should not imitate. As an introduction to the
Parsha of zFixr - of illicit relationshps, the Torah warns us -
EU£r ©z Ÿ̀l DÄÎm ¤Y §a ©W§i x ¤W£̀ m¦i ©x §v ¦nÎu ¤x ¤̀  d ¥U£r ©n §M2 - “Like the actions of the

land of Egypt, where you dwelt, you shall not do.”

We can suggest that the Torah views and deliberately presents
mixvn and ocr ob as polar opposites. As evidence, when hFl
separates from mdxa` and chooses a different destiny the Torah
says:
'd z ¥g ©W i¥p §t¦l d ¤w §W ©n DN̈ªk i ¦M o ¥C §x©I ©d x ©M ¦MÎlM̈Îz ¤̀  ` §x©I ©e eip̈i ¥rÎz ¤̀  hFlÎ`V̈¦I ©e

 dẍŸn£rÎz ¤̀ §e mŸc §qÎz ¤̀m¦i ©x §v ¦n u ¤x ¤̀ §M 'dÎo©b §M...3

And Lot lifted up his eyes, and saw the valley of the Jordan, that it
was well watered everywhere, before the Lord destroyed Sodom
and Gomorrah, like the garden of the Lord, like the land of Egypt...

2.  b :gi `xwie
3. i:bi ziy`xa
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In this Pasuk, The Torah compares Egypt to the Garden of Eden.
Both were lush, fertile and verdant. In both, a river overflowed
and irrigated the land. But the outward similarity only served to
highlight the deep chasm that separated the inner life of the two
places. Egypt may have had the potential to be like the Garden of
Eden, but in actuality, Egypt couldn’t be more different. Egypt
squandered its potential and allowed itself to deteriorate into a
moral wasteland. 

This comparison and contrast between mixvn and ocr ob is further
evident from the following Medrashim found in dax yxcn and the
ipFrny hEwli respectively.

 gi dyxt dax zeny

G-d said - how should I honor

Egypt (for venerating Yosef and

Yaakov)? I will refer to it with the

name of Gan Eden as it says...

“like the Garden of Hashem, like

the land of Egypt.” When they

(the Egyptians) began to

subjugate the Jewish people, G-d

said,  ... I will undo the honor I

bestowed on them and turn to the

land to desolation...

elawe mixvnl sqei cxi jk...

,mdilr jln eze` eyre eze`

`ed sqeie (an ziy`xa) xn`py

awri z` ecak ,ux`d lr hilyd

ekaie (p /ziy`xa/ my) xn`py

 ,mei miray mixvn eze`xn`

dyer ip` ceak dne d"awd

dze` `xew ipixd ?mixvnl

my) xn`py ocr ob ly dnya

ux`k 'd obk (bi /ziy`xa/

mixvn .xn` oda ecarye exfgyk

mixvn ux`a izxare d"awd

dyr`e ceak eze`n ip` xfeg

,dnny dze`(c l`ei) xn`py 

.didz dnnyl mixvn

fk fnx dxez iperny hewli
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G-d’s presence was originally

on earth itself. When Adam

sinned, G-d removed Himself to

the first level of heaven. When

Cain sinned, G-d removed

Himself to the second level....

when Egypt rose up, G-d

removed Himself to the seventh

(most distant) level of heaven.

oeik dzid mipezgza dpiky xwir

dwlzqp oey`xd mc` `hgy

`hge oiw cnr oey`x riwxl

yep` xec cnr ipy riwxl dwlzqp

leand xec 'b riwxl dwlzqp

dbltd xec 'c riwxl dwlzqp

miinecq 'd riwxl dwlzqp

dwlzqp mixvn 'e riwxl dwlzqp

'f riwxl

What is the message of this contrast? What lesson do we learn
from the fact that mixvn and ocr ob were situated at opposite ends
of the spectrum? We can suggest that we learn an important
lesson about the origins and the life-journey of l`xyi ipa. 

In G-d’s original plan, from the outset, Man was placed in an
ideal world. With no effort on Man’s part he found himself in a
utopian setting. Physically and spiritually all was perfect. But this
plan failed. Man failed. Perhaps the underlying cause was that
Man did not toil to achieve his elevated status and idyllic setting.
He was bound to take his life for granted and to falter. And
indeed he did. 

For the narrative of the Jewish people, who are intended to
ultimately live an ideal life in a perfect world, G-d had a different
plan in mind. The Jews began their national life as far away from
ocr ob as can be imagined. While ocr ob and Egypt may have
shared geographic proximity and physical attributes, these two
places were totally dissimilar. In contrast to mc`, in order to
achieve the level of ocr ob, the Jews needed to climb their way out
of mixvn and work their way towards perfection. Immersed in
forty nine levels of d`nEh4, the Jews needed to work hard to

4. cFre zEciqg ixtq
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elevate and extricate themselves from the contaminating grip of
Egypt. Only by crossing deep waters and traversing endless
deserts would they arrive at their “ideal” Land. 

The journey of l`xyi ipa is destined to end where the journey of
mc` began.  After such a long and arduous path, l`xyi ipa are
bound to appreciate their “paradise” and treasure their destiny. 

III. Other Parallels between mixvn and ocr ob
a. Expulsion and Exodus
When oFy`xd mc` sinned and was sentenced to removal from ob
ocr, the  wEqt uses words with the roots g.l.y and y.x.b to express
that mc` was both sent and chased out of ocr ob. A similar
phraseology is found in the context of l`xyi ipa leaving mixvn.  

`i wxt - zFny
mixvn z`ivi

'b wxt - ziy`xa
 ocr obn yExb

§i o ¥kÎi ¥x£g ©̀ ... .`g©N ©Wd¤G ¦n m¤k §z ¤̀  
§i W ¥xB̈ dl̈M̈ Fg§N ©W §MW¥xb̈m¤k §z ¤̀  

:d¤G ¦n

1. ... afterwards he will let
you go from here; when he
shall let you go, he shall
certainly thrust you out
from here altogether.

§i ©e bk¥g§N ©Wo ¤c¥rÎo©B ¦n miwŸl¡̀ 'd Ed
g ©Tªl x ¤W£̀ dn̈c̈£̀d̈Îz ¤̀  cŸa£r©l

§i ©e ck :mẌ ¦nW¤xb̈...mc̈ ῭ d̈Îz ¤̀  

23. And the Lord God sent
him out from the garden of
Eden, to till the ground
from where he was taken.
24. So he chased out the
man ...

By using parallel terms, perhaps the Pesukim are expressing to us
that in order to reverse the process of the expulsion from ocr ob,
the Jewish People needed to be chased out of Egypt in the same
way mc` was chased out of Eden. We were challenged to attain a
level of spirituality that would naturally be abhorred by an
immoral land such as mixvn. We needed to rise above the
impurity of mixvn and render ourselves anathema to drxt and the
Egyptians, resulting in our expulsion/exodus from there. Our
ability to reach this level displayed our worthiness to return to ob
ocr.
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b. drxt - that snake!
In ocr ob G-d, Adam and Chava played center stage. The ygp, the
snake, of course played a significant role as well. Though not in
total control, he managed to manipulate the situation according to
his design. How terrible would it be to live in a place where the
ygp was the primary character, where the ygp possessed almost
total control over his surroundings! There was such a land - and
the Jewish people were its unfortunate residents. The land was
mixvn and the snake in charge was drxt.  The yxcn in dax zeny
expresses this association of drxt with a ygp - a snake.

 h dyxt (`plie) dax zeny

Why did the Sages
associate the coiling of
a snake with the
kingship of Egypt?
...Just like a a snake is
crooked, so too, the
kingship of Egypt acts
crookedly....

...ygp zkixk yiwdl minkg e`x dn
?mixvn zeklnlaizkc ift oa oerny x"` 

ygln ygpd dn ,jli ygpk dlew (en dinxi)
ik zbxede zygln mixvn zekln s` bxede

eilr yglne mixeq`d ziaa ozep `ed
zekln yiwdl d"awd d`x dn `"c ,ebxedl

 ,ygpl mixvnzekln s` mwern ygpd dn
znwrn mixvn dikxcd"awd xn` jkitl ,

drxt s` mwern ygpdy myk dynl
oxd`l xen` mwrzdl `aiyk ,mwern

dz` dfn xnelk ecbpk dhnd z` dlzie
 .dwel

We again see that the Jews found themselves in a world that was
ocr ob turned upside down. In this world, the ygp was king.
Perhaps this is the significance of the first sign that  'd told Moshe
to perform in front of drxR. 'd told Moshe to put down the staff
and transform it into a snake, then grab its tail and transform it
back, as if to say - “G-d is in control of the snake, meaning drxt,
and not vice-versa5.”

5. - zeny dl`e zyxt airey oa` i"x zeyxc d`x" ipencwd ygpd oipra eplaw cere
 ".drxt ly exy `ed ik epnn
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IV. The Righteous Women and The “Apple” Tree
We began by asking why the miracle that occurred under the gEtz
was significant enough to generate its own independent opaxc devn
of zqFxg. As stated above, the miracle was that the women gave
birth without pain. Looking carefully at the words of the yxcn, we
see that the yxcn is linguistically linking this miracle to an earlier
story in Tanach. The yxcn uses the words avr ila - without pain -
to describe the labor of the women. In the third chapter of
Bereishit, when G-d cursed deg,  He said, §Aa ¤v ¤rmi¦pä i ¦c§l ¥Y  - “With
pain, you shall give birth to children.” The yxcn is telling us that in
mixvn, under the gEtz, the women were not subject to the primeval
curse bestowed upon womenkind. Perhaps the yxcn is conveying
to us that though the land of mixvn was the antithesis of ocr ob, the
women were able to rise above this and view themselves as if they
were in the ideal world of Eden - a land of freedom and spirituality.
Even in the reality of deep zElb, the women perceived the imminent
dlE`b.

To go a step further we can say that the gEtz tree itself may be a
reference to ocr ob. While some interpret "gEtz", as referring to an
apple tree, others explain that it refers to an etrog tree. mz Epiax in
his bqx oniq xyid xtq, referring to the gEtz mentioned in xiy
mixiyd, states getz mbxezn bexz`e bexz` `ed getz dfy - that the gEtz
refers to the etrog tree. This is significant because according to the
yxcn6, the etrog may very well have been the forbidden zrcd ur in
ocr ob! And so when the women went gEtzd zgz - under the
“etrog” tree to give birth, they were in effect seeing themselves in
ocr ob.  

And we can further suggest, that in Egypt, the women redeemed
themselves from the sin of deg. Whereas deg enticed her husband to
eat of the fruit and disobey G-d’s command, in Egypt the women

6.  an `wqit (mely yi`) izax `zwiqt -                       dxy z` cwt 'de            
iax ,eid mihig xne` n"x ?did dn ?zne epnid oey`xd mc` (epnn) lk`y oli`d dn

 ,eid miapr xne` i`rli` 'xa dcedi iax ,did dp`z xne` iqeixne` ekr onc `a` 'x
did bexz` . 
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enticed their husbands for a wholly positive purpose. The yxcn tells
us that the women would go out to the fields where their husbands
were laboring and entice them to conceive more children. The men
saw no purpose in bringing more children into a world of affliction
and slavery, but the women convinced them a better world was on
the horizon.

And so, whereas the men were entrenched in the “hell on earth” that
was mixvn, the women were able to uplift themselves and see the
brighter future that lay ahead. When the yxcn declares that zEkfa
El`bp xFcd FzF`ay zFipwcv miyp - “the Jews were redeemed due to the
merit of the righteous women of that generation,” it is referring to
the unshakeable dpEn` - the faith of the Jewish women as displayed
under the gEtz tree. 

V. Conclusion
We can now understand the significance of the miracle of the
“apple/etrog” tree. When we taste the tartness of the zqFxg, we are
reminded of what took place under the gEtz. We remember  the
great dpEn` of the Jewish women. We learn that even in mixvn, one
can be in ocr ob.  We learn that by visualizing and believing in a
better future, we can overcome national and personal challenges that
may confront us in the present.

According to the Gemara7, the zqFxg symbolizes something very
different as well. It also hihl xkf - a reminder of the clay and bricks
that burdened the Jewish people.  And so, when we eat the zqFxg,
two different images begin to flutter to the mind, each leading down
a different path. With each bite, we are first inclined think of the
thick mortar and the heavy bricks - the immoral quagmire of Egypt
that held us captive. But as our palates begin to taste the tartness of
the zqFxg,  we can direct our minds to the gEtz trees of long ago, to
the dpEn` of the women that held fast, ultimately leading us to our
redemption and to the beginning of our national destiny.

!gny bg

7. .my migqt
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Who knows one: children’s play or serious test?
Avi Goldenberg

Lz’n R’ Moshe ben R’ Yitzchak Isaac Neuman

The Gemara Menachos (43:) quotes a famous beraisa of Rav
Meir who explains that the color t’cheiles is different than all
other colors because of its similarity to the color of the ocean,
which is similar to the sky, which is similar to the Throne of
Glory.  It is told that a religious skeptic once challenged this
Gemara, asking Reb Yerucham Levovitz zt’l, the Mashgiach of
the Mirrer Yeshiva in Poland, whether anyone would ever
visualize the locus of the Shechina merely by seeing blue-colored
strings on a garment.  Reb Yerucham reportedly responded by
noting the halacha found in Even HaEzer 21:2, in which the R’
Yosef Caro zt”l  rules that a man shouldn’t look at the colored
clothing of a woman he is familiar with, as seeing those garments
will lead his mind to impermissibly think of that woman.  Reb
Yeruchem explained that while there is no intrinsic or inherent
connection between a garment and a woman, a person’s mind
will instinctively lead him towards his aspiration or desire when
he sees only the barest hint or reminder.  Therefore, in the case of
t’cheiles, Rav Meir is observing that when a person observes the
blue in the t’cheiles, if one’s spiritual aspirations are properly
directed, his instinctive and natural thought process will be
directed towards the Shechina.

My dear brother, Mordechai Goldenberg, n’y, once used this
beautiful idea to explain the connection between the closing of
the Haggadah and the song Echad mi Yodea. At first glance, the
song’s placement seems odd, and its content brings to mind
lessons taught to young children as a mnemonic device, rather
than the culmination of one of the greatest spiritual moments of
the year.  But in fact, the song serves as a great litmus test of
whether our xcq has been a success.  Since the xcq is intended to
be experienced by each participant as if he himself was just led
by the Ribono Shel Olam Himself (“ani v’lo Malach”) from
Egypt (“bechol dor vador chayav adam liros es atzmo k’ilu hu
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yatza miMitzrayim”), the whole xcq night should be experienced
as a direct and continuous connection to HaKadosh Baruch Hu.
If that is true, then when questioned on even the most mundane
question: “Who knows one?” – a question that the rest of the year
would otherwise elicit a mundane response – the xcq participant
should instinctively respond with what is now most forefront on
his mind and most clearly represents his life aspiration and goal:
“One is our God, in heaven and on earth”; and when asked about
two: “Two are the tablets of the covenant”, and so on.  From one
through thirteen, each number – on its own, the most simple and
religiously neutral statement of fact, bereft of any intrinsic
spiritual meaning - now calls to the mind of the newly sensitized
Jew the most fundamental of religious ideas and the truest
expression of his neshama’s most fervent yearning.  Let us hope
that the yearning to remain with the Shechina, memorialized in
the recitation of Shir HaShirim thereafter, stays with us a little bit
longer this year.  L’shana haba’ah b’Yerushalayim habenuyah.
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The Roots of Ruth
Rabbi Dr. Aaron Ross

Introduction

The story of zex zlibn is well known and much celebrated.  The
tale of a Moabite widow who remains fiercely loyal to her Jewish
mother-in-law, accompanying her back to Israel, ultimately
marrying the family's "redeemer" and becoming the ancestor of
the Davidic dynasty serves as both a crucial piece in the history
of the Jewish people as well as a model of cqg performed
between individuals.

However, lying just barely under the surface of the story are
several severely difficult and challenging questions which
threaten the legitimacy of the entire tale.  Most prominently of
those questions is why is Ruth allowed to marry into the Jewish
people?  We are commanded in c:bk mixac that ia`ene ipenr `eai `l
'd ldwa - that no individual from Ammon or Moav may marry
into the Jewish nation!  To strengthen the question, since one
major sin of Moav was to have their daughters entice the Jewish
men into adulterous and idolatrous behavior at the advice of
Bilam, should there not be an even bigger issue with the fact that
Ruth was herself a Moabite woman, and thus a direct descendant
of those same Moabite women who had caused the death of
24,000 Jewish men in the wilderness?  Even if we can find an
answer to that question and provide some pretext for admitting
Ruth into Bnei Yisrael, on what grounds does she merit to serve
as the progenitor of Moshiach?

In order to answer these questions, we first have to understand
the prohibition against a Moabite joining the Jewish nation, and
why Ruth was able to supersede that interdiction .  From there,
we will look all the way back to the origins of the nation of Moav
and ultimately will place them in the context of the broader
family of Avraham from whom they stem.
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The nature of the ban against Moav

The verses from mixac xtq cited above cite two reasons for
prohibiting members of the nation of Moav from marrying into
Bnei Yisrael:

xy`e ,mixvnn mkz`va jxca minae mgla mkz` encw `l xy` xac lr
jllwl mixdp mx` xeztn xera oa mrla z` jilr xky

"For the fact that they did not come to greet you with bread and
water on the road when you left Egypt, and because they hired
Bilam the son of Be'or, from P'tor, Aram Naharayim, to curse
you."

The Gemara in :er zenai uses these reasons as a tool by which to
restrict the prohibition to just the males of Moav.  Since both of
these actions - bringing out provisions and hiring Bilam - are the
province of the males, therefore only they are forbidden from
entering into Bnei Yisrael.

Leaving aside the curious notion that these actions are associated
with the men and not the women, this entire law still seems out of
proportion. Other than Amalek, who we are commanded to
destroy, this would appear to be as harsh as we are instructed to
deal with any nation.  The question is what did Moav do to
deserve such a fate?  Is it so bad that they did not want to provide
a strange and wandering nation of upwards of two million people
with food?  If Moav felt threatened by us (which they did
according to a:ak xacna), then they certainly could not be
expected to greet a potential conquerer!  Furthermore, was hiring
Bilam any worse than the nations who actually attacked us?

To understand why these traits are deemed to be so repulsive that
they cannot be allowed to enter into God's holy nation, we need
to see the Moabites of the wilderness era in the context of where
the nation of Moav came from in the first place.  The original
Moav  was one of the last vestiges of S'dom, himself the product
of the incestuous relationship between Lot and his daughter.  The
city of S'dom is characterized by Chazal as being a city full of
justice but lacking the accompanying attribute of wcv, as opposed
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to Avraham, who Hashem knows will imbue his children with a
sense of htyne dwcv (see hi:gi ziy`xa in the context of Avraham
arguing on behalf of S'dom.  Variations of that phrase appear
countless times throughout j"pz as a reference to the ultimate
mission of the Jewish people).  The idea of justice without
righteousness leads to a society where every man is forced to
fend for himself - thus Chazal's statement that welcoming guests
was discouraged in S'dom.

This divergence of world outlooks between Avraham and S'dom
can be seen in Avraham's initial encounter with S'dom, when he
saves the city from the forces of xnerlxck.  In the aftermath of
Avraham's victory, the king of S'dom proposes that Avraham
take all of the spoils and the king keep the people (after all, what
is a king without subjects?).  From the perspective of the king of
S'dom, this arrangement was fully just - Avraham won the battle,
and thus the spoils correctly belonged to him.  Avraham pushed
back by proposing his own set of morals - while he, Avraham,
did indeed win the battle, the possessions were those of the
people of S'dom, and thus they should be returned to their
rightful owners, save for a small bounty to be paid to members of
Avraham's militia.

S'dom's heritage of every man for himself continued to the
wilderness generation.  When the Jews asked permission to pass
through the land of Moav - the last remnant of S'dom - the
natives' refusal was in keeping with their tradition of
discouraging and shunning guests.

The Two Wars (based on Rav Yaakov Meidan's dewzd
miwnrnn)

We have seen how the trait of shunning guests is part of the DNA
of Moav, and how that trait exists in direct contradistinction to
those characteristics which defined Avraham and continue to
define his descendants.  However, is that enough to justify
completely banning any member of Moav from ever being able
to join the Jewish people?
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Rav Yaakov Meidan, Rosh Yeshiva of Yeshivat Har Etzion,
suggests a deeper context within which to place Moav's refusal to
provide us with food and water.  He notes the strong parallel
between two often overlooked stories in the Torah - the war
between the four and five kings (found in ci ziy`xa) and the war
between oegiq and Moav, referred to in `k xacna.

In the war among the kings, we see S'dom being captured by
xnerlxck, in a battle where people were taken captive (z` egwie
hel) and where there was at least one refugee (hiltd `aie).
Similarly, oegiq captured Moav in a battle where the people
where taken captive and there were refugees (mihilt eipa ozp
ziaya eizepae).  Avraham famously came to the rescue of S'dom;
Bnei Yisrael, by defeating oegiq, liberated Moav.

However, it is at this point in the story where the narratives
diverge.  After Avraham returned victorious from battle, he was
greeted by mly jln wcv-ikln, who brought him bread and wine
and blessed him.  By contrast, Moav's reaction to being saved by
the Jews - the descendants of Avraham who had saved their
ancestors - was to do the exact opposite!  They denied the Jews
food and they hired Bilam to curse the Jews!  This is a shocking
level of the every-man-for-himself attitude:  not only did Moav
not act in accordance with basic human decency and honor their
liberators, they even failed to follow the model set in the exact
same case several generations earlier!  Perhaps that is why we are
told  `lmnely yexczmzaehe  - they failed to live up to the example
of the king of mly, a city which requires dyixc!1

So what about Ruth?

We can now perhaps understand why members of Moav cannot
join Bnei Yisrael, as they represent everything that is antithetical
to the Chosen Nation - htyn without wcv, an utter and shocking
lack of gratitude, and outright coldheartedness.  This being the
case, how does Ruth manage to gain entry into the nation?

1. Based on fi:l edinxi; see .`n dkeq.
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Simply stated, every action that Ruth takes proves her to be the
anti-Moav:

· While Moav has its roots in Lot's separation from
Avraham,2 Ruth is described as constantly returning,
even though she is not returning to anything that she
had left (in fact, her "returning" to the Land of Israel
is actually her "leaving" of her homeland), a point
emphasized by the twelvefold recurrence of the root
word aey in the first chapter of Ruth.3  Also note that,
unlike Lot, who abandoned his uncle Avraham in
good economic times in order to find further wealth,
Ruth stays with her older relative in difficult
financial times.

· Moav is created after Lot chooses the lush land of
S'dom rather than stay with Avraham.  By contrast,
Ruth is admitted to the nation after she reverses
Elimelech's Lot-like decision to leave the Land of
Israel for the greener pastures of Moav.

· Moav is the result of an incestuous encounter
between father and daughter.  Conversely, Ruth
displays noble and notable restraint in approaching
Boaz to ask for his help in arranging a suitable
marriage for her.

· Ruth is identified by Boaz as being an Avraham-like
character - zen ixg` jzeng z` ziyr xy` lk il cbd cbd

 jyi``l xy` mr l` iklze jzclen ux`e jn`e ia` iafrze
zrcimeyly lenz  - heavy echoes of jl-jl!

· Finally, the mishna in `:d zea` says that someone
who says jly jlye ily ily - what's mine is mine and
what's your is yours - is possibly displaying zcn
mecq, the trait we have already discussed of every
man for himself.  Ruth completely reverses this when
she famously proclaims iwl` jiwl`e inr jnr - what's

2. Note the use of the root word cxt in the Avraham-Lot story.  It is
interesting that the Midrash refers to Ruth and Naama, the worthy
descendants of Lot, as  izycixtze .
3. My thanks to Rachel Friedman for pointing this out to me.
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yours is mine not in a possessive sense, but in the
sense of complete identification and loyalty.

Having completely eliminated any vestige of the Moabite
character from herself, it should not be a shock that Ruth was
allowed to enter into Bnei Yisrael.

A step beyond

We have offered an answer for our first question - why Ruth was
allowed into Bnei Yisrael despite the Torah's restriction of
Moabite converts.  However, why does she move to the head of
the class and merit to have David HaMelech, and thus his
dynasty and Moshiach descend from her?  I would like to suggest
that by reversing the historical trends associated with Moav, Ruth
accomplished an even greater feat, namely the completion of the
family of Terach.

To understand this idea, let's return to the end of parashat Noach,
where we are told about Terach's family.  Terach had three sons:
Avraham, Nachor, and Haran.  

· Avraham is well known to us and is obviously the central
figure in the further development of Terach's family.  

· Nachor had a son named Betuel, who was the father of
Rivka and Lavan.  Rivka married Yitzchak, and Lavan's
daughters were Rachel and Leah (and perhaps also
Bilhah aand Zilpah), who married Yaakov.  Thus,
Nachor's line winds up tightly integrated into the chosen
nation.

· Haran had a daughter named Milka, who married
Nachor; a daughter Yiska4, who is Sarah Imeinu; and
Lot, who is the only significant member of the entire clan
who is left out of the family by the end of ziy`xa xtq. 

Yet despite Lot ultimately being left out of the family, when we
first meet him he seems to be somewhat important.  The pasuk in
fk:`i ziy`xa tells us xegp z` mxa` z` ciled gxz gxz zeclez dl`

4. See hk:`i ziy`xa i"yx.
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hel z` ciled oxde oxd z`e - almost as if Lot is a fourth child of
Terach!5

Despite Lot being introduced in a manner that seems to highlight
his importance, he ultimately descends into total disgrace and
ignominy.  As noted, he is the only significant member of
Terach's family who is left out of Avraham's family by the end of
ziy`xa xtq, and his descendants are treated by the Torah more
harshly than anyone other than Amalek.  Bnei Yisrael are not
allowed to marry someone from Moav and are not even permitted
to take their land.6  By reversing the historical trends associated
with Moav, Ruth gains entry into Bnei Yisrael and thus
completes the missing piece of the family of Terach.

However, this answer only pushes us to the next question.  Why
should the fact that she brought Lot back into the family be a
merit for Ruth vis-a-vis serving as a progenitor of Moshiach?
Phrased more directly, what is so special about Terach?

In fact, there is a certain ambiguity surrounding Terach.  When
he is introduced to us in 'fk:`i ziy`xa it is with the phrase dl`
zeclez, a phrase that occurs ten times in ziy`xa xtq, with each
occurrence indicating that the individual has either been chosen
or rejected from the lineage that ultimately becomes the Jewish
nation.7   Later in ziy`xa xtq, this phrase is used to indicate the

5. Interestingly, orpk is presented the same way with regard to the
children of Noach -  (gi:h ziy`xa) orpk ia` `ed mge - and he represents
the land that was ultimately chosen.  Note how k-eh:i ziy`xa is an entire
paragraph in the Torah devoted to the children of orpk between those of
mg and my, almost as if he was a co-equal to them.
6. Although it should be noted that there are leniencies to both
strictures.  We were ultimately allowed to marry their female converts
(zia`en `le ia`en) and we were allowed to dwell in their land if we
captured it from someone else who had captured it from them first (oileg
oegiqa exdih a`Fne oenr - .q).
7. For a more detailed explanation of the significance of zeclez dl`, see
Rabbi Menachem Leibtag's essay at
http://www.tanach.org/breishit/noach/noach.htm.
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chosenness of Yitzchak and Yaakov and the rejection of
Yishmael and Eisav.  Beyond ziy`xa xtq, it is used only twice -
once to indicate the selection of Aharon and Moshe, and once at
the end of zex zlibn to indicate the choosing of Peretz, the son of
Yehuda, as the forebearer of David.  

But what about Terach?  Is the use of this phrase in this case an
indication that he is being chosen or rejected?  It is difficult to
say that he is rejected, for what distinguishes him in a negative
way from the nineteen generations that preceded him?  On the
other hand, if he is chosen then we should look for a reason why
he is chosen.  We know that his son Avraham was chosen, but
what about Father Terach?

The Torah does not tell us much about Terach's life other than
one major detail - he attempted to move his family to orpk ux`.
While there is a view among the commentaries that he was trying
to flee a bad life in micyk xe`, where his son Haran had died and
his son Avraham was persecuted for his religious beliefs (and
Terach himself was shunned for supporting his son), a simple
reading of the miweqt reveals him to be the first person to
consciously recognize the unique nature of the Land and the
necessity to live there.  While Terach personally failed to reach
orpk ux`, his son Avraham, and his descendants through his other
children succeeded in reaching the Land and building their
families there.  By completing the family, Ruth placed the final
piece in place for the completion of Terach's dream, and thus the
one who will bring Terach's family - Bnei Yisrael - back to the
Land, namely Moshiach ben David, deservedly will descend
from her.8 

8. Perhaps the use of the term l`eb in zex zlibn as a reference to a
relative of Elimelech who would perform meai hints to the fact that
there was a larger dle`b at stake in that act.
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The Benefit of Saying “Good Shabbos”1

Carl E. Guzman

It’s a bit presumptuous for one to think that he or she alone can
change the world for the better. It’s even more unreasonable to
think that this can be accomplished by reciting just 2 words:
“Good Shabbos.” But it’s this beautiful sentiment uttered by any
ordinary Jew that can bring our people closer. Here’s how.

Upon the Petirah of my father, Erez Zalman ben Chanoch
Henoch, a”h, on August 7th 2011, I sat shiva in my Mother’s
apartment in Highland Park New Jersey. While receiving comfort
from my parents’ friends and neighbors of only six years, I
realized that my father had a profound effect on people by
making them feel good during the relatively short time he lived in
Highland Park.

Visitors told me “your father always smiled and said “Good
Shabbos” when he came into shul,” “He always said hello to
everyone,” “He was one of the only people who said hello to me,
“and “When I saw him I wanted to help him because he made me
feel good when I saw his smile.” I consistently heard the same
theme about my father, from a wide variety of people of all ages:
He smiled, said hello, and wished everyone a Good Shabbos.

My father’s demeanor in this regard does not seem like a big
deal. On the surface, it is seemingly a simple thing to do. How
hard is it to smile, and say hello, and Good Shabbos? After all, it
barely takes time and doesn’t cost any money- while many other
mitzvos require both. The cliché “you pay for what you get” is
shelved because the return on investment is infinite; when you
greet someone with a simple “Good Shabbos” it makes them feel
good and improves their mood, thus tipping the balance of their

1. Reprinted from the Jewish Press Friday February 17, 2012
Personal Perspectives Column
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thoughts in a positive way. That type of outreach can even propel
someone to explore a change in lifestyle, from nonobservance to
moving toward a more meaningful life of becoming shomer
Torah u’mitzvos – all because a fellow Jew was nice to him or
her.

If the recipient of this niceness is drawn into conversation with
the person who recognized him or her with warmth, he or she is
being told that all of Hashem’s children are worthy of being
recognized as his valuable creations. Yes, a simple “Good
Shabbos can indeed bring us closer as a people.

So why does this apparently simple act of decency all-too-often
go unpracticed? Why do so many of us not smile and say “hello”
or “Good Shabbos” to others? Why is ignoring a fellow Jew and
passing them by without even a nod of the head all too common?

It shouldn’t be this way. None of our actions bein adam
lachaveiro should make others feel distant and turned off from
the virtues of Yiddishkeit. While someone who is ignored usually
won’t verbalize their feelings and directly question the other
persons lack of friendship - on Shabbos or at any other time –that
person might understandably fume inside and be led to speak
lashon hara to a friend against the person who acted coldly. And
we all know the seriousness of transgressing the laws of lashon
hara – both on the person spewing it and, yes, on the one who
might have caused it.

And if this snubbing takes place in shul, why should the slighted
person continue to daven there?
Since we stress the importance of achdus and being a close knit
Klal, what better way to promote these virtuous ideals than
smiling at our neighbor and giving Shabbos the added holiness it
deserves by wishing a good Shabbos to that neighbor or fellow
mispallel?

Let us turn away from the divisiveness that is too much a part of
daily life. Let us continue to enhance Yiddishkeit by acting
toward others the way we want others to act toward us. Let us
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find ways to improve the human condition. Saying “Good
Shabbos” with a heartfelt, warm smile is a major step in realizing
those goals.
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